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Abstract

Following the recent expansion of High Frequency Trading and other types of Algorithmic Trading, the financial markets law of the EU and the US has seen the introduction of numerous new rules, all of which have been adopted within a rather tight timeframe. The main purpose of these measures is, and has been, to counter the chaos allegedly characterising markets.

As the conditions are in fact neither as extreme as is often claimed nor always a result of Algorithmic Trading of any kind, many of the new provisions seem to conflict with superior rules demanding that markets promote economic growth. To see how the new rules can be expected to impact markets and their participants, this thesis first identifies the actual, by law demanded, purposes of the markets; namely to achieve a more efficient allocation of resources, meant to forward the recently stated pursuit of economic growth. It then determines how to measure market performance using metrics such as liquidity, volatility and confidence. After that, the actual effects of HFT are sought, with an overall positive outcome. To enable the concluding analysis of the rules, the new provisions themselves are then presented and examined. Once the analysis – which finds both suitable and unsuitable rules – is completed, a closing statement on the legislative process is delivered.
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## Abbreviations

### Legal Authorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFTC</td>
<td>U.S. Commodity and Futures Trading Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECJ</td>
<td>European Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMA</td>
<td>European Securities and Markets Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA</td>
<td>Financial Industry Regulatory Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFA</td>
<td>Registered Futures Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO</td>
<td>Self-Regulatory Organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Market Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATS</td>
<td>Alternative Trading System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF</td>
<td>Multilateral Trading Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTF</td>
<td>Organised Trading Facility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Legal Source Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Code of Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASD</td>
<td>National Association of Securities Dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation AT</td>
<td>(Proposed) Regulation Automated Trading (17 CFR Parts 1, 38, 40, and 170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation CAT</td>
<td>Regulation Consolidated Audit Trail (17 CFR § 242.613)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation NMS</td>
<td>Regulation National Market (17 CFR § 242.600-613)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation SCI</td>
<td>Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity (17 CFR Parts 240, 242, and 249)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.C</td>
<td>United States Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Algorithmic Trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATs</td>
<td>Algorithmic Traders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>Direct Electronic Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFMs</td>
<td>High Frequency Market Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFT</td>
<td>High Frequency Trading; High Frequency Trader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFTs</td>
<td>High Frequency Traders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.</td>
<td>(Foot)note</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In a world undergoing a seemingly endless technological advancement, few areas of society are left unaffected. The financial markets\(^1\) certainly pose no exception. Ever since the invention of the first rudimentary computers, they have been the subject of a continuous process of automation, transforming pits to server networks.\(^2\) This upheaval undoubtedly has been met with mixed emotions. While some have welcomed the increased speeds and the greater ease with which trades may now be conducted, others have found the new systems less appealing and complained rather loudly. Although the complaints have not been entirely without cause, as there have been several instances where computerised trading has proven troublesome, the issue is far more complicated than portrayed in tabloids. In fact, there is a fairly solid collection of evidence indicating that the most renowned and detested consequence of the automation – the birth of High Frequency Trading (commonly abbreviated “HFT”) – has had a positive impact on market efficiency.\(^3\) As these findings are rarely spread to the wider public, the general view does, however, tend to be exceptionally critical. The automation is often seen as some sort of menace, enabling a transfer of funds from the retirement savings of poor people to the pockets of rich and filthy bankers.\(^4\)

In an inevitable response to the critique put forward and some famous incidents – such as the flash crash of May 6, 2010\(^5\) – the regulators of the jurisdictions affected have sprung to work, giving the financial markets law a supposedly needful update. As the process of automation was – in the United Stated and the European Union – partly spurred by the enactment of certain rules

---

2 See section 2.1.
3 See section 3.3.
4 See Patterson, *Dark Pools: The rise of A.I. trading machines and the looming threat to Wall Street* (Random House 2012), p. 56.
5 See section 3.4.2.
meant to foster investor protection and venue\(^6\) competition during the 00s, it has, this time around, been very important for the legislative apparatuses to be successful in their attempts to attain market efficiency. At the same time, they have indeed been forced to swiftly deal with a very complicated reality. Seeing that the issue at hand is thus both pressing and complex, while the knowledge of the general public is harmfully deficient, performing an analysis of the potential effects of the new legislation affecting HFT would indeed be a noble task. There are of course quite a few research reports in existence already – as well as impact assessments written on behalf of the legislatures\(^7\) – but the papers endeavouring to provide an analysis of the upcoming legislation are, if any, limited in number. To help reduce this shortage of research on the legal aspects of HFT, which are often forgotten by economists, this writing will study the suitability of the recent regulatory developments, meant to “deal with” the phenomenon.

1.2 Purpose

Trying to loyally satisfy the need for impartial impact assessments, this thesis has as its core purpose to examine whether the financial regulations adopted and suggested in response to HFT – within the EU and the US – are compatible with the superior objectives of the markets, set by the legislatures. For the imagined goal to be reachable, it is, apart from finding the market objectives,

---

\(^6\) Throughout the text quite a few umbrella terms are used to describe the different forms of financial markets. For the sake of clarity, it ought, already at this stage, to be said that the terms “venue”, “market” and “exchange” are used interchangeably. When nothing else is suggested they refer to all types of organised trading systems intended for the transfer of financial instruments, including European Regulated Markets, Multilateral Trading Facilities and Organised Trading Facilities; and US Organized Exchanges and Alternative Trading Systems. See art. 4.21-23 Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU [2014] OJ L 173 (hereinafter referred to as “MiFID II”); 7 U.S.C. § 1a(1) and (37); 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(1) and (2).

crucial to determine the effects of HFT, the content of the new financial markets law and the implications the latter has on the former – that is how the recent measures affect market performance in general and HFT in particular. As something of a positive side effect, the thesis might also increase the interest in HFT amongst legal scholars and, thereby, induce them to participate in fostering a more complete understanding of the issue.

1.3 Delimitations

Conducting research on the topic of HFT and financial markets law could easily lead to the consumption of the better part of a lifetime. To avoid any such inconveniences, a few limitations have been made. Perhaps most protruding is the decision to study US law solely at federal level and EU law only at union level.

As regards the US law, the delimitation is motivated by the inevitable fact that most of US financial markets law is adopted at the federal level. Equally predictable is the decision not to review any national legislation of the EU member states. As the implementation of MiFID II has been postponed there is a pressing lack of materials to analyse, and delving into the limited number available would – on account of the high degree of uniformity – not bring the realisation of the purpose any closer, while using up resources – the time and energy of both the reader and the writer – that can be put to better use elsewhere.

A further reduction of scope does, theoretically, follow the decision not to examine other types of Algorithmic Trading (hereinafter referred to as “AT”) than HFT. In practice, the implications of only investigating HFT are, however, limited, since HFT is – in the opinion of both the US and the EU lawmaker – subordinate to AT, and by far the most regulated algorithmic trading technique in existence. Thus, the greater part of the thesis will, regardless of the delimitation, be of relevance also to those using other AT techniques than HFT.

---

8 See section 3.1.4.1.1.
10 See section 2.2.
1.4 Methodology – Theoretical Framework

1.4.1 The Method(s) Used

To achieve the purposes stated, the thesis has had to be composed according to a collection of procedural principles, possibly appearing to bear closer resemblance to a promiscuous farrago of legal methods than one pure school of thought. It has a rather firm foundation in legal positivism and emotivism – manifested in an adherence to established hierarchies of legal sources and an absence of arguments based on dogmas. In other words, it only compares the effects of the relevant law with such ideals as may be derived from the legal sources highest in rank within the jurisdictions studied, using empirically supported logics.\(^\text{11}\) The quest to determine whether the legal measures conform with said objectives is, however, not an undertaking typically associated with legal positivism, which usually has as its objective to find valid law.\(^\text{12}\) Although the thesis could very well serve as part of the decision basis for a constitutional court, it does not engage in proper, positivist, judicial review, since that would require a far more detailed inquiry into the correct interpretation of the rules in focus and the relevant processes of contesting the legality of subordinate provisions than the circumstances allow for. Instead, the writing finds additional support in law and economics, to conduct a study of economic effects at a combined micro and macro level, where rules are categorised according to their functions, and surveyed collectively – not as single provisions with separate wordings. If anything, the aggregate method could therefore be classified as pragmatic. It seeks to satisfy a specific research objective decided in advance and makes use only of the theories necessary for success. As this might raise concerns about impartiality and stringency, and make it difficult to decide whether the research conducted should at all be classified as any sort of legal science, some further clarifications are called for.

---


1.4.2 The Degree of Impartiality

Attending first to the matter of impartiality and stringency, the answer is not what ought to be expected. For it to be possible to independently identify a phenomenon to study, it is, in fact, mandatory not to have a pre-set method. Some sort of terminological fundament must, of course, exist, as the phenomenon otherwise could neither be identified nor have its perimeters established. If, however, a specific method is followed from the start, factors of relevance to the research objective could be deemed irrelevant or awarded a higher value than there are grounds for. This comes as all of jurisprudence – including legal methods – is a physically non-existent social construction, incapable of being true or false due to it being engineered by individuals having no interpretative prerogatives and being founded in some axiomatic tenet, which has to be accepted for the whole arrangement to work. When seeking objectivity, the only way to succeed is, consequently, by avoiding confinement to the subjective beliefs inherent in a system. Instead, the demands of the purpose chosen and the wider reality must be allowed to steer the choice of theories. Only then may actual independence and accuracy be achieved.

1.4.3 The Jurisprudential Basis

In logical sequence, the thesis should indeed be considered jurisprudential, regardless of its interdisciplinary character. It seeks to determine whether a specific set of rules conform with superior ones and treats other sciences merely as ancillary – to be employed only when there is a need to study how the real world is affected. The dependence on economy is, for example, nothing else than an unavoidable consequence of the objectives of the rules studied. Trying to ascertain their effects using only law would not at all be feasible, on account of law and all other sciences being unable to provide the tools necessary for an external analysis. Thus, in stark contrast to what is often argued, any test of suitability, referring to any norm – whether it be law in the strict sense or only some nonbinding principle of morale – has to apply theories originating in a field of science other than the

---

13 So long as the terms used describe only the objective reality, in a descriptive manner, and thus do not involve morale, the conceptual stage is rather unproblematic.

14 Possibly with the exception for certain forms of emotivism, which mainly acknowledges that there are no absolute truths for social sciences to uncover – distinguishing them from natural sciences. Emotivism is, however, not very useful for any other project than one seeking to identify biases inherent in other methods. Cf. Hellner (n. 12), p. 354 f.
purely legal, as the effects of law depend on its impact on the actions of individuals living in intercommunion with other subjects and objects. A teacher working at a kindergarten will, for instance, not be able to determine the suitability of prohibiting children from defecating on the floor if their preferences, the wider reality in which they exist and act, and the relevant theories on how they interact – like psychology – are not taken into consideration, along with the substance of other, related, rules. Even the strictest genres of legal positivism – condemning any attempts to review law – ought for that reason to permit extraneous theories to be used whenever there is a need to understand how a rule should be worded or interpreted to forward a superior objective.15 To render the philosophical ideas presented less abstract, the correlation between the purpose; the method; and the structure of the different parts of the thesis, is presented below. Before then, the limitations of the method must, however, be disclosed.

1.4.4 The Limitations Inherent in the Method

In consequence of the purpose, delimitations and methods chosen, the thesis neither provides a full account of law nor an impact analysis being applicable in all circumstances. Regarding the content of law, there is not much to add to the former sections. The examination of it is performed at a system level and does not go into extreme detail, making it insufficient as a sole source of valid law in any sort of judicial proceedings requiring a thorough inquiry.

Equally inappropriate would it be to try applying the findings of the thesis in another context than that studied. Due to the absence of involuntary tenets existing by nature – like the laws of physics – the findings are only applicable in a liberal market economy. Trying to use any of the solutions suggested in a totalitarian centrally planned economy – such as that existing in a communist jurisdiction – would therefore be utterly unsuitable. Additionally, none of the findings can, without previous review, be transferred to another time or milieu, where the conditions of trade diverge from those studied, as the analysis pays regard both to the objectives of law and the reality it has to deal with. Some degree of attentiveness is, consequently, advised.

15 Notice how it is not claimed that other sciences would always be relevant. In a jurisdiction where judicial review does not exist, there will only be rooms for arguments when no rule exists, or when its proper interpretation is dubious. Cf. Agell, ‘Rättssdogmatik eller konstruktiv rättsvetenskap’ in Frändberg et al. (eds.), Festskrift till Stig Strömholm (Justus 1997), p. 37-48; Hellner (n. 12), p. 358 ff.
1.5 Outline – How the Purpose Has Shaped the Method and the Structure

As hinted several times above, a definition of the object at heart of the analysis has to be found before all else, so that it can be determined which rules and objectives are at all of relevance. Accordingly, section 2 initiates the material, theoretical, part of the thesis by providing a definition of HFT, founded mainly in legislation, and setting the outer boundaries of the whole research project. In due order, sections 3.1.1-3.1.6 then seeks out the objectives of the markets – the reality within which HFTs interact with other subjects by exchanging certain objects – primarily using legal acts and cases. As the objectives are expressed in very imprecise terms, at another level than the existing research on the effects of HFT, they are then translated into more specific units of measurement in sections 3.1.7 and 3.2, using macroeconomic, microeconomic and corporate finance theories. Following that, the effects of different forms of HFT, on the ideal market order, are examined in section 3.3, through a study of and account for the collective findings of research reports on the topic. As a final frontier to the analysis, the relevant rules are then, in section 3.4 – the part coming closest to the positivist pursuit of finding valid law – presented in an order decided by their function.

Representing something of an inverted echo of section 3, the material segment of the analysis – sections 4.2-4.4 – starts by merging the findings of sections 3.2-3.4, to determine what impact individual rules can – in terms of metrics – be expected to have on the efficiency of markets and whether they should, depending on the effects purported, be considered suitable. To make the results of the initial analysis more comprehensible, section 4.3 then explains how the individual effects might, cumulatively, affect traders – applying also the description of market objectives and functions given in section 3.1.7. Rounding off the analysis, section 4.3 tests whether the aggregate effects are, at what represents a macro level, compatible with the rather diffuse objectives highest in rank, presented in sections 3.1.3-3.1.6.

To conclude the thesis, section 5 summarises the findings and explains what might have caused them, by, in large, propagating further for methodological awareness. Section 5.1, thus, provides an explanation of the outcome of the analysis and presents some additional theories on what it tells, while sections 5.2-5.5 try to explain what has caused the specific results, what there is to learn, what can be expected in the future and what the thesis adds to existing research. As a finale, section 6 offers some brief recommendations for further research, justified by the findings.
1.6 Materials

1.6.1 Sources Used

Moving across many scientific fields and being rather extensive in its scope, the thesis deals with quite a wide spectrum of sources. As mentioned in the former section, legal acts and cases; research reports on the effects of HFT, of which there are a lot\(^\text{16}\) and economic theories presented in textbooks, are at centre. Beyond that, law is sought in preparatory works and various other soft law instruments, as well as some textbooks and internet sources, while other information – on technology, the behaviour of market participants and the like – originates, chiefly, in newspaper articles.

In an effort to ensure that no false data is permitted to affect the findings, no dubious sources are used as reference material. What shall be considered “dubious” probably needs to be described more closely. Due to the thesis neither going easy on dogmas nor populism, mainly the logical stringency of the arguments forwarded has been put to the test. Whenever the information collected has not been of a nature allowing such an assessment – as is the case with pure accounts of physical conditions – the reputation of the provider has instead been considered. At all other instances, the reader is more than welcome to test the tenability of the arguments, instead of merely checking who else has expressed them.

1.6.2 Other Writings on the Topic

As was concluded earlier, the number of writings concerning HFT has grown rather large\(^\text{17}\). Nevertheless, none of the available sources stands out as some sort of standard work for scientific purposes. Instead, the most acclaimed piece ought to be *Flash Boys* by Michael Lewis\(^\text{18}\), which of-

---

\(^\text{16}\) A search for “high frequency trading” at Google Books generates some 16 700 hits. See Google Books, search results for “high frequency trading”, <https://www.google.com/search?tbm=bks&q=%22high+frequency+trading%22>, accessed November 29, 2016. This, apparently, makes some thorough crosschecking possible.

\(^\text{17}\) See n. 16.

fers only a partial portrayal of the whole phenomenon. A reason for this might be the great difficulties associated with trying to understand what HFT really is and how it works. For those having that objective, certain investigatory papers written by the EU and the US legislatures should probably suffice as an introduction. If, however, the intention is to delve into HFT, reading research reports is a must. A great number of such writings may be accessed via a database run by the Social Science Research Network. Other than that, impact assessments, analysing the effects of legislation, are provided both by the EU and the US regulatory authorities.

---

19 See section 2.


2 Brief Introduction to High Frequency Trading

2.1 Rise of the Robots\(^{23}\) – The Automation of Trading

2.1.1 How It All Started

It ought to come as no surprise that the financial markets of today are very different to those of the early 20th century. The majority of trading no longer requires direct human interaction, which has caused the number of intermediaries to plunge and new means of trading to emerge. Nowadays, a great part of all trades executed are initiated by automatic computer systems, reacting to information – in the form of input signals – within microseconds. Although this transformation is often described as sudden, it has in fact been in motion since the first rudimentary computers capable of making calculations were invented.\(^{24}\)

At the start of the technological revolution of trading, computers were used only as tools meant to facilitate technical analysis. As time progressed and the computing capacities of systems rose, the algorithms used could become increasingly advanced. This, understandably, had the effect of even further reducing the need for human intervention. When, in the early 1990s, the capabilities of the exchanges, the networks connecting them to traders\(^{25}\) and the systems used by the latter reached a certain point, fully automated trading was a fact.\(^{26}\)

The first automatic systems traded only in equities, as the futures markets were slightly slower to react to the increasing demand for electronic execution.\(^{27}\) In the times that followed the initial years of computerised trading, the quest for speed saw an exponential growth. More and more participants begun implementing automatic strategies and the capacities of systems soon reached


\(^{25}\) Throughout the text, the terms “trader” and “participant” will be used synonymously, unless anything else is indicated.

\(^{26}\) See Aldridge (n. 24).

\(^{27}\) Ibid., p. 7-13.
beyond previously imagined horizons, stiffening the competition and making it increasingly important to reduce latency to the minimum. This not only had the effect of prompting those seeking speed to upgrade the hardware of their systems, but also to explore more extreme solutions – mainly aimed at reducing the travel time of incoming and outgoing signals. Understanding what motivated these more radical measures requires knowledge of the very reason why speed matters, as well as a basic comprehension of the factors affecting the time it takes for an order to be effectuated.  

2.1.2 What Drove the Development

Starting with the grounds for seeking speed, the rules of execution used by exchanges, operating as limit-order markets, should bring clarity. When an order arrives it is either executed immediately or put in queue to be executed once a matching one arrives. Its position, relative to other orders, is determined by its time of arrival, making it critical to communicate an intent to trade before any competitors. Thus, the longer it takes for information, in the form of signals, to travel to and from the systems, the longer it will take before an order is executed, and the smaller the chance of success in exploiting some inefficiency. As the foremost factor affecting speed, apart from processing power and coding, is the travel time of signals, the most extreme attempts to gain an advantage over opponents have concerned connectivity.

As regards connections, it is important to note how total travel time is dependent on two factors. For starters, there are different techniques to transfer data. By using fiber optics, a participant

---


will, for instance, be able to achieve greater speeds than anyone using dial-up access – all else equal. If, however, all participants competing for the same order stock use the same type of connection, they are forced to find other means of differentiating themselves from the rest of the pack. The only way to do so is by shortening the *distance* to the markets – which is the second factor affecting total latency. This harsh reality eventually compelled traders to place their trading systems in buildings located as close as possible to the exchanges and, ultimately, led to the colocation of systems inside the facilities of the exchanges, for a fee. Following that alteration of practice, the automated trading was able to fully evolve into HFT, forming a new subcategory that would soon come to stand for a majority all trading volume.

2.2 Attributes Specific to High Frequency Trading

2.2.1 Defining High Frequency Trading

Since the current market sphere is far more complex than the brief lesson in history might appear to suggest, a complete understanding of HFT necessitates a more detailed survey of its distinguishing features. According to one of few textbooks on the topic, what separates HFT from other methods of systematic trading is a high speed of execution and an absence of overnight holdings – a definition that obviously lacks in precision. Fortunately, the legislatures of both the EU and the US have released more detailed descriptions of HFT, which are strikingly alike in substance. According to article 4.1.40 MiFID II, a “high frequency algorithmic trading technique” equates:

“an algorithmic trading technique characterised by:


34 See section 3.3.6.1.

35 See Aldridge (n. 24), p. 21 ff.

36 As shall be seen, only a speedy execution and a lack of overnight holdings might not even qualify as algorithmic trading.
(a) infrastructure intended to minimise network and other types of latencies, including at least one of the following facilities for algorithmic order entry: co-location, proximity hosting or high-speed direct electronic access;
(b) system-determination of order initiation, generation, routing or execution without human intervention for individual trades or orders; and
(c) high message intraday rates which constitute orders, quotes or cancellations”.

The EU description is matched by the following definition, supplied by a working group of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission:

“High frequency trading is a form of automated trading that employs:
(a) algorithms for decision making, order initiation, generation, routing, or execution, for each individual transaction without human direction;
(b) low-latency technology that is designed to minimise response times, including proximity and co-location services;
(c) high speed connections to markets for order entry; and
(d) high message rates (orders, quotes or cancellations).”

As the article and the working group definition imply, high frequency trading is as a form of algorithmic trading, characterised, partly, by an infrastructure relying on co-location, proximity, high speed direct electronic access or a combination thereof, to lower the time it takes for a decision, automatically made by a system, to be effectuated; partly by the generation of a high number of intraday messages. This slightly esoteric description probably leaves most readers, who do not work with HFT or the like, utterly confused, wherefore some further clarifications are needed.

### 2.2.2 Demystifying the Concept

As the presence of algorithms is the foremost factor uniting all types of systematic trade, defining AT should form a suitable starting point for an inquiry into the many ingredients included in the recipe for HFT. Article 4.1.39 MiFID II describes “algorithmic trading” as follows:

---

“[…] Trading in financial instruments where a computer algorithm automatically determines individual parameters of orders such as whether to initiate the order, the timing, price or quantity of the order or how to manage the order after its submission, with limited or no human intervention, and does not include any system that is only used for the purpose of routing orders to one or more trading venues or for the processing of orders involving no determination of any trading parameters or for the confirmation of orders or the post-trade processing of executed transactions.”

As can be seen, the central element of AT is the existence of a decision-making process at least paying regard to trading parameters, controlled by an algorithm. Consequently, both fully automated – systematic – and partly manual trading methods are covered, provided that they are controlled by algorithms, which make decisions based on certain input signals falling within the fairly broad, undefined, category of “trading parameters”. In other words, the decisions made by algorithms must concern trading strategy and therefore may not solely have to do with the manner in which strategic choices, already made, are effectuated.

Other than the presence of a set of rules translated into code, the existence of an effective infrastructure constitutes the single most important predictor of speed. As explained recently above, the data to which an algorithm responds needs to be transported from its source to the system, which then needs to reply by sending data – intraday messages – containing information about orders and the like, to the exchanges and other intermediaries. Recalling also what was said about priority and the need for speed, it should be obvious that those who manage to transmit their orders in the most expedient manner will have an advantage over others. Therefore, as was then indicated, HFTs are particularly keen to have their machines placed as near as possible to the exchanges – commonly referred to as proximity – or, if that is allowed, even within their facilities – commonly referred to as co-location. Additionally, in an attempt to reduce latency even further, traders seek to use the fastest hardware available and to streamline their code. An effective infrastructure thus minimises latency by all means possible and tends to lead to a technological arms race.39

To summarise, high frequency trading is not, at its core, a particular strategy, but rather an umbrella term encompassing certain methods of employing already existing strategies.40 Those methods all share a high speed of execution, a high number of intraday messages and some sort of automation of strategic decisions. Although this does render some strategies more profitable than others, it does

39 See Lewis (n. 18), p. 60 ff.
not necessarily make the less lucrative ones impossible to use or, for that sake, dictate the terms of trading for HFTs. A deeper dive into the tactics used is therefore necessary to ensure a proper understanding of the phenomenon. Such a comprehensive insight is, however, not needed until the effects of HFT are studied, wherefore the concept will not be explained in greater detail at this stage.
3 Theory

3.1 The Purposes of the Financial Markets

3.1.1 Methodological Clarifications

With reference to what was said in the section on methodology, it is necessary to find the objectives of the markets before the effects of HFT may be determined and classified. Settling on a point of departure, enabling the upcoming analysis, also requires the application of legal theory on how to discern the purposes either specifically chosen for or imposed on legislation. Due to such theory differing between the two jurisdictions chosen, they need to be treated separately. Prior to that, a rigid explanation of what separates the identification of purposes from the identification of actual functions is mandatory, as some readers might otherwise have trouble seeing why materials other than economics textbooks – describing how the markets actually work – are of any relevance.

3.1.2 Separating Law from Economics

The main motive for, yet again, detailing the practical implications of the more or less extorted decision to found the study of law in the teachings of – amongst other methods – legal positivism, is the lack of discretion and ignorance seemingly present amongst large clusters of economic and legal scholars. In a great number of textbooks on economics, business and law, the markets are, without further, presumed to have certain purposes – the most common being to facilitate economic growth. Although the authors of the books aimed at may very well prove to be completely correct in their assumptions, whatever materials they produce without properly deducting the intentions of the lawmakers will be methodologically flawed and therefore incapable of resisting critique. The cause for this also has already been mentioned in the section on methodology –

41 Both the EU and the US obviously can be split into far more jurisdictions than so. Nevertheless, for the purpose of the thesis they may be regarded as only two jurisdictions, since the rules studied are adopted by two legislative bodies.

there exist no superior objectives for law to fulfil, wherefore the suitability of any legislation can be measured only against the more or less diffuse objectives chosen by the legislature in the specific case or imposed on it by superior sources of law. Any sort of review of law must consequently be preceded by an identification of its purposes, conducted in accordance with the theory of interpretation valid within the jurisdiction being subject to scrutiny. As shall be seen, sifting out the often diffuse intentions a non-existing body, suffering from a multiple personality disorder, is not always as straightforward as it may seem. In addition, notwithstanding their dubious methods, the careless academics may very well steer the development of law by making unfounded assumptions by which others – including those enforcing and creating law – then abide.

3.1.3 Finding Law and Its Objectives in the European Union

3.1.3.1 Methodological Traits and the Hierarchy of Sources

Of the jurisdictions studied, that formed by the European Union is particularly inclined to be affected by theories originating in other fields of science than the purely legal. Due to its unique character, the law of the European Union has to be studied in a rather distinctive manner. Most importantly, it is at all times necessary to consider not only the purposes of the legislative acts being of particular interest, but also the objectives of the union as a whole. This follows the requirement not to apply directives or regulations in contradiction with the superior, primary law, treaties – the Treaty on European Union (hereinafter referred to as “TEU”) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereinafter referred to as “TFEU”).

---

43 The financial markets are, like every part of society, nothing else than an invention. They are not dictated by laws of nature and thus do not exist in the proper meaning of the word. Claiming that they would have some kind of motive therefore is only bizarre.

44 To be read as “applied and thus given effects”, cf. section 1.4.

Owing to the principles of sincere cooperation, 46 “effet utile” 47 and supremacy/primacy of European Union law over the law of the member states, 48 all members of the union are also bound to disregard any national law conflicting with binding union law 49 – whether it be primary or secondary 50 – adopted in an area where the union has an either exclusive or shared competence to legislate. As a result, discrepancies in the content of law should, at a national level, only be allowed to exist if the superior union legislation in force is broad enough to accommodate differing interpretations, which may very well, despite the aforementioned ambition to uphold a cohesive system, be the case when provisions primarily stating objectives are to be implemented and applied in different contexts. 51 The objectives themselves should, on the other hand, always be the same, since acts needing implementation are nothing else than means to an end, set by the union legislature. When the union has made use of its exclusive or shared competence to adopt legislation, as happens to be the case with the greater part of financial market law, 52 a search for the intentions of the legislature can therefore, in most instances, be limited to an examination of union law, whereas valid law must, once it has been implemented, be sought both in union law and na-

46 See art. 4.3 TEU. Also known as the fidelity, good faith or solidarity clause, cf. Foster, EU law: Directions (5 ed., Oxford University Press 2016), p. 137.
49 See art. 2.1 and 2.2 TFEU; art. 5 TEU.
50 A category including directives, regulations and decisions.
51 If the objectives are vague or the conditions of application diverge, different measures of implementation might, in different member states, be allowed or needed for the fulfilment thereof.
tional law, unless the acts needing implementation are strict enough to make impossible any differing methods of implementation. This, unmistakably, provides further justification for the decision not to study any incomplete implementing measures of individual member states.

3.1.3.2 The Power of Soft Law

Somewhat harder to assess and employ is the rather diverse collection of *soft law instruments*. While generally not binding vis-à-vis member states, they can, on account of the principles of legitimate expectations and equality, indeed bind the issuing institutions, through what is known as a self-binding effect, and indirectly enforce their contents on member states.\(^{53}\) If, for example, the commission has issued an action plan, interpretative guidelines or some other document, it may, as a consequence, be forced to abide thereby. This clearly has the potential of affecting the content of valid law, but, more importantly, can also *simplify the identification of purposes*, due to such information being far more frequent in soft law instruments than in hard law.\(^{54}\)

Regardless of the importance soft law may have *to the institutions*, it remains difficult to appreciate the relative authority of non-binding materials aimed at *controlling others*. An example of this, being of interest in the search for objectives, is the preambles of directives and regulations. While often expressing the intentions of the legislature, as well as supplying critical background information, the introductory notes of sorts are not considered formally binding.\(^{55}\) Using them as sources, in the search for objectives, would, thus, seem to contradict the most fundamental principles of legal positivism. Nevertheless, they must indeed have some bearing, as they otherwise should not exist. Determining exactly what their import is would, however, stretch beyond the limits of this thesis, wherefore they are, for the remainder of it, assumed to have only some semi-binding powers by facilitating interpretation.\(^{56}\)

Lastly, it is worth observing that the intentions of the regulators, on account of their vague wording, usually do not serve an independent purpose even if they are formulated as binding


\(^{54}\) Ibid.

\(^{55}\) See *Case C-162/97, Nilsson and Others* [1998] ECR I-7477.

\(^{56}\) See Senden (n. 53); Mietinen et al., *Travaux to the Treaties: Treasures or trivia?* (2015), <https://eustudies.org/conference/papers/download/71>, accessed
rules. Their actual effects, consequently, would not have been much different even if they were located in binding parts of legal acts. Additionally, as this thesis does not have as its primary aim to find law, but rather to conduct an audit of it, paying regard to purposes stated in non-binding materials should not jeopardise its accuracy, so long as they emanate from the legislature and conform with binding ones.

3.1.3.3 The Adjudication Process of the European Court of Justice

As for the relative importance of sources, it should be said that the European Court of Justice (hereinafter referred to as “ECJ”) – entrusted with the power to contest the validity of legal enactments through judicial review – tends to take into account an exceptionally broad range of information. It does so within the scope of a *purposive approach* – commonly referred to as an evaluative comparative method – in an effort to ensure that the objectives of the union are upheld. When the correct reading of, for instance, the union legislation on financial markets is to be ascertained, the court will therefore consider not only the wording of some subordinated act, but also economic theory on how best to achieve the aims stated in the treaties and other superior acts. The separation of law and economics consequently is not as firm as it might seem, to which regard must be paid at all times.

3.1.4 Purposes of the EU Financial Markets

When applying the method provided, the first step is to follow the hierarchy of. Thus, starting with the primary law treaties, article 3.3 TEU ought to be considered most relevant to the financial markets. It states that all measures taken by the union must promote the “[establishment of] an internal market”, “the sustainable development of Europe based on balanced economic

57 Trying to apply art. 3.3 TEU would, for instance, prove extremely difficult if there were no more detailed rules in existence.


growth and price stability, a highly competitive social market economy” and “scientific and technological advance”. Furthermore, it obliges the union to strive for “economic cohesion”, wherefore there should not be any substantial room for discretionary implementation, causing incoherence.\textsuperscript{60} To some extent, the economists, seemingly prioritising economic growth over all else, are therefore correct in their assumptions.

Below the treaties in rank, a number of directives and regulations, of relevance to the functioning of the financial markets, can be found.\textsuperscript{61} A feature common to all of them is a near absolute absence of rules explicitly stating any sort of market purposes. Their preambles give several accounts of what distinguishes functional markets from dysfunctional ones – most notably efficiency, confidence and stability – but serve only a handful express indications of purposes by – in what appears to be a routinely manner – mentioning economic growth and the creation of jobs.\textsuperscript{62} Had the analysis been confined to hard law instruments and preambles, the prospects of finding any more precise objectives would consequently be meagre. Luckily, the recently adopted soft financial markets law is unexpectedly rich in content.

In the most recent commission communication on financial services policy – COM (2014) 279: A reformed financial sector for Europe\textsuperscript{63} – four central market functions are emphasized. Firstly, the markets are said to “provide lending to households and businesses”; secondly, they

---

\textsuperscript{60} Cf. art. 53 TFEU.


\textsuperscript{62} See, for example, recitals 5 and 17 MiFID; recitals 4, 5 and 11-13 MiFID II; recitals 1,2, 11-13, 23 and 24 MAR.

are claimed to “allow individuals to save and invest for their future and channel savings to support the economy”; thirdly, they are held to “help corporations and households to better manage and insure against risks”; and fourthly, it is suggested that they “facilitate payment transactions”. Although the objectives listed may appear fairly specific, it is not clarified how they shall generate economic growth or, for that sake, how they relate to the aforementioned characteristics of a functional market. Despite this inconvenience, it is, in fact, possible to extract more precise objectives and to describe the markets in further detail by reference to the actions of the legislature.

The route to enlightenment goes, not through the immense catalogue of opinions expressed by the legislature, but through the even greater, constantly expanding, series of instances where the legislature has either knowingly remained inactive, when made aware of some new phenomenon, or acted in support of it. A majority of all societal inventions are, as shall be deliberated further in section 3.1.7, not brought to life by the legislature. In opposite, they are created by individuals acting according to their self-interests. Financial markets indeed follow the pattern in this respect, wherefore their actual functions can be claimed to coincide with their purposes, to the extent that there is neither any hard nor soft law to the contrary. Yet again, it is therefore necessary to recognise the value of economic theory; a further inquiry into the purposes of the markets needs to examine their actual functions, as described by economists. Before then, the legal system and markets of the United States of America must, though, undergo the same scrutiny, so that any redundant repetition can be avoided.

3.1.5 Finding Law and its Objectives in the United States of America

3.1.5.1 Methodology and the Hierarchy of Sources

Being a federal republic with a common law legal system, the US could be expected to differ greatly from the EU and its less united member states, in terms of legal method. Nevertheless, as far as financial markets law is concerned, there are more similarities than variations. US legislation is superior to court decisions, but can be subject to court review, focusing on its conformity

64 Ibid., p. 2.

with legislative acts of higher rank. Of all such pieces of legislation, the constitution is positioned at the top, trailed, in falling order, by treaties; federal statutes; and “federal executive orders and administrative rules and regulations”, below which state legislation and municipal acts are arranged. Furthermore, as is the case within the EU, the majority of financial markets law has been enacted at a level above that of individual member states, in what is said to be an attempt at ensuring cohesion and prevent regulatory arbitrage. The method applied to seek out the purposes of the US capital markets consequently resembles that used in the study of EU law, in that fundamental principles must be taken into consideration at all times and that state law is of lesser importance, due to its inferior status. As a contrast to the many points of contact, there is, however, one particular disparity, having a major impact on the distribution and sectioning of legal sources, that needs attention.

3.1.5.2 Regulatory Authorities of Importance

In the US, the greater part of all legislation passed does not emanate directly from the congress – being comparable to the European Parliament. Instead, the task of adopting the bulk of legislation – in the form of regulations – has been assigned to a series of authorities of varying genres, each responsible for specified areas of law. Within the section of financial markets law, there are no less than eleven such bodies, of which three – the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc. (FINRA) – play particularly important roles in the control of HFT and

---

66 Ibid., p. 42-43, 61 and 75.
67 Ibid., p. 61-64.
69 Only somewhat resembling the EU order, where more detail legislation is adopted by the European Securities and Markets Authority.
70 Being responsible for much of the supervision and regulation of the securities market, the SEC stands for a great part of all financial markets law studied. Cf. 15 U.S.C § 78d.
71 Assigned with a mission largely equal to that of the SEC, yet focusing on the futures market, the CFTC is also responsible for the creation of much relevant legal material. Cf. 7 U.S.C § 2.
72 As a private body, FINRA stands out amongst its alleged peers. It was formed when the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) merged their regulating departments and is thus responsible for “for rule writing, firm examination, enforcement and arbitration and mediation functions, along with all functions that were previously overseen solely by NASD, including market regulation under contract
other types of AT. This does, however, not mean that it would be sufficient to examine only the legal acts enacted by those entities. In opposite, the purposes of the markets will have to be sought in a very broad category of sources, including those determining the objectives and responsibilities of the authorities, and soft law instruments, which happen to have a standing comparable to that of corresponding sources in the EU.

3.1.5.3 The Adjudication Process of the US Judiciary

As a result of there being a great number of statutory and regulatory provisions covering financial markets law, the majority of legal processes, concerning financial issues, will be settled through the application of legislation, rather than case law. When applying said sources, the judiciary follows a certain pattern of interpretation, exhibiting quite a few similarities with that of the ECJ.

Firstly, whenever possible it endeavours to give effect to the intention of the legislature. This is achieved either by the use of historical documents illustrating the legislative process or by the employment of a more complicated process aimed at examining which issue(s) existed before the legislation was passed and how the two correlate. In either case, the judiciary is forced to determine the actual effects of a particular reading, which requires it to make use of theories from other fields of science – of which economics is the most prominent whenever the question demanding an answer is of a financial nature.


See US Regulation National Market System (hereinafter referred to as “Regulation NMS”), (17 CFR § 242.600-612) (2005); Regulation Automated Trading (hereinafter referred to as “Regulation AT”), (17 CFR § 1, 38, 40 and 170) (proposal) (2015, supplemented 2016); Customer Clearing Documentation, Timing of Acceptance for Clearing, and Clearing Member Risk Management, (17 CFR § 1, 23, 37, 38 and 39); Regulation System Compliance and Integrity (hereinafter referred to as “Regulation SCI”), (17 CFR § 242.1000-1007) (2014); Consolidated Audit Trail (hereinafter referred to as “CAT”), (17 CFR § 242.613); Risk Management Controls for Brokers or Dealers with Market Access, (17 CFR § 240.15c3-5) (2011).

Secondly, by reason of the fairly firm doctrine of precedent – *stare decisis* – and a preference for uniformity, those deciding the outcome of a case must pay regard not only to the direct consequences to the parties involved, but also to the indirect effects on the society as a whole, caused when the interpretation settled on is followed in the everyday life and transactions of other citizens. In what ought to be considered a disturbingly repetitive manner, it is therefore essential to once again note the importance of economic theory. When ascertaining or construing *de lege lata*, it is *not possible to reach any precise conclusion without the aid of economics*, describing the effects of actions.\(^76\)

### 3.1.6 Purposes Specific to the United States of America

Unlike the constitutional treaties of the EU, the US constitution contains little of value to the search for objectives. It does state that the welfare of the people shall be promoted, but does not give any clues as to the means by which said goal is to be achieved and what function the financial markets have in the equation.\(^77\) To some extent, the same can be said of the federal statutes, which seem warier of what should be prevented than what is desirable. For instance, 17 CFR § 242.1001 obligates markets to ensure that their trading systems can counter disruptions, while § 242.15C3-5 tells that traders must instate systems aimed at preventing disorderly trading, but neither tells exactly what an *orderly* market is. More specific statements may be found in regulatory notices, but neither those give all the answers. On the contrary, it is often mentioned that financial markets “are essential for capital formation, job creation, and economic growth”, but not specified how.\(^78\) This leads to the same conclusion as that drawn when the objectives of the EU markets were discussed. The legislature has *knowingly* left out details on the precise purposes of the markets, whereby it has left it to those participating in the trade to determine for themselves which objectives to pursue. As a result, economics does, after all, at least in theory, both supplement and – where a hierarchy exists – rule over subordinate sources of law.

---

76 See Farnsworth (n. 65), p. 77 ff.
77 See the preamble of the US Constitution.
3.1.7 The Actual Functions of the Financial Markets – Equating Law with Economics

3.1.7.1 How Markets Came to Be and What It Has to Do with Finding Their Purposes

Having illuminated the great reluctance towards rules stating objectives and, far more importantly, the significance of the conscious inaction of the legislatures, it seems reasonable to equate intent with function – unless the latter were to be incompatible with the former. In other words, it should be possible to find the purposes of the markets in the economic theory describing their actual functions. To someone requiring more rigorous evidence of legislative intent, such a conclusion might not be satisfactory as there could be several reasons for legislative passivity, of which approval is only one. Luckily, further evidence supporting the hypothesis can be found in economic history.

As indicated before, the initial exchange of services and goods, partaken by humans, begun when it was first understood that the combination of specialisation and cooperation brought a greater net sum of benefits than any rudimentary form of sole proprietorship. This happened at a time when there were no rules regulating the transfer of resources, making it clear that markets, as a phenomenon, predate the financial regulation. It was not until it became clear that the existing safeguards for honesty and fulfilment of contractual obligations – merely being the value of a good reputation and the possibility of retribution – were insufficient that the judiciaries were forced to regulate market activities. Therefore, it appears safe to say that the regulatory authorities have not created the markets or set their purposes, but only intervened when they have not functioned as intended.79

With that sorted, the renowned economic theory can, hopefully, be applied without causing unease.

3.1.7.2 Common Core Functions – Optimisation, Growth and Mutual Satisfaction

Taking the hitherto presented opinions, objectives and facts into consideration, observing that all markets are in some way related to the exchange of objects and services, should be fairly easy. As was mentioned above, the main cause for this flow of tangibles and intangibles – of varying value – is the need for preferential satisfaction. Different individuals and entities have different needs, at different points in time. If pleasing said needs requires a change in the composition of the resources held by an individual, or entity, an exchange must take place before contentment can be

reached. Thus, at their core, all markets serve the purpose of bringing individuals and entities with inversely related interests together, permitting them to please their unique desires by mutually beneficial transactions. However, in doing so they also serve countless other objectives, varying slightly with the nature of the valuables traded.

Of perhaps even greater value than the facilitation of preferential satisfaction is the optimisation of the allocation of capital. By allowing participants to freely decide with whom and on which terms to contract, the financial markets, theoretically, steer flows of capital to the participants and instruments bringing others the utmost degrees of contentment. This, first, works to enrich the most efficient individuals and entities offering their services in the markets and, second – as a consequence of the effects on the allocation – tends to maximise the total economic output, or rather production of benefits, of the markets, causing economic growth. To properly understand the forces driving this development it is critical to, at very least, be familiar with the classes of instruments available, their respective roles and the nature of the markets on which they are traded.

3.1.7.3 Types of Markets and Their Functions

Whenever trading in financial instruments is discussed it is probably natural to think of investors exchanging already existing and listed assets. The financial markets are, however, more complicated than so. Instruments must be issued and admitted to trading before they can change hands. This has led to a distinction between primary and secondary markets. Primary markets are, as the name implies, those at which the initial public offering occurs, while the subsequent resale ensues on secondary ones. Regardless of how distinct this might make the markets appear, there is,

---

80 Cf. section 3.2.1.
83 When discussing the purposes of financial instruments, it appears more common to speak of markets than classes of instruments. There is, however, little consistency in the systematisation of markets and several techniques of doing so; they may be divided into categories based on the nature of the securities traded, on the level at which trade occurs, on the term of the contracts and so on. If, instead, the instruments themselves are described, such inconveniences can be avoided, provided that the difference between primary and secondary markets are explored.
throughout the whole process, in fact never need for more than one market to be involved. What that entity does – to cover all functions – is to adopt different identities depending on the circumstances.\(^{84}\) To understand how the division of markets is of any relevance to the analysis of HFT – which mainly takes place in secondary markets – an account of the functions of the different identities adopted by markets must be presented.

Identifying the characteristics separating primary markets from secondary fortunately is very easy. To begin with, the issuer of whatever instrument is traded will only see its funds increase during the initial issuance in the primary market. The transfer of an existing asset thus does neither result in any additional inflow of capital to the issuer, nor any outflow from the holder. That might make it appear as if the secondary markets are not relevant to the actual allocation of capital.\(^{85}\) Coming to such a conclusion is, however, possible only if the correlation between primary and secondary markets is ignored.

When an investor or creditor considers contracting with an issuer it will pay regard both to the potential consequences of owning whatever security is offered and to what can be done if there was to be a change of plans. As regards the latter issue, the possibility to sell an instrument undeniably constitute a viable technique of mitigating risk. If an investor knows that there is an effective secondary market, it will not require as high of a risk premium as it otherwise would. For that reason, secondary markets that function well help bring down the costs of capital.\(^{86}\) They do, though, also provide investors with a supplementary opportunity for speculation. To understand how that works, some comprehension of the functions of different instruments is required.

### 3.1.7.4 Types of Instruments and Their Functions

Classifying financial instruments, it is common to speak of debt securities, equity securities and derivatives. For the purpose of this thesis, it is not necessary to conduct any sort of deep dive into the features of each and every one. Instead, it is sufficient to note that all instruments have the purpose of enabling a borrower or issuer to conduct business operations that would not have been possible without the additional funding provided and to allow a lender or equity holder to exchange a sum of capital at one point in time for a larger sum in the future.\(^{87}\) For it to be possible to determine exactly how HFT affects


\(^{85}\) Ibid.

\(^{86}\) Ibid.

the efficiency of the markets in upholding these functions, a fuller knowledge of how market performance is measured must be attained. It is thus essential to account for the metrics used when measuring market performance before the effects are described.

### 3.2 Market Quality Metrics

#### 3.2.1 The Foundation of and Justification for Metrics

##### 3.2.1.1 How the Motives of Participants Unite Market Functionality with Allocation Efficiency

The motives for participating in the activities carried out in the markets should, at this stage, be notorious. Those exchanging resources of any sort, in free markets, thereby attempt to satisfy their individual preferences. Equally obvious is the undisputable fact that markets are composed of their participants, whose actions fuel them. Combining those two realities – as was done in section 3.1.7.2 – it becomes clear that functional markets enable participants to optimally suit their needs and to, indirectly, generate an ideal allocation of resources, mirroring the decisions made by all involved parties. Thus, explaining how participants forward their interests in the markets will also give some understanding of what makes markets functional – or rather how the adequacy of markets is determined by the actions of participants and how the latter are affected by anomalies.

##### 3.2.1.2 How Participants, Hopefully, Pursue Their Ambitions

When examining the processes defining any kind of market participation, it is crucial to proceed in chronological order, or else it will be hard to understand how different (sub) processes correlate. Repeating what was stated in sections 3.1.7.1 and 3.1.7.2, any sort of engagement begins with the formation of an intention, stemming from the preferences of an individual. When examining how best to pursue whatever urge exists, a participant will start by collecting any accessible information on the available alternatives. Using said information, it then conducts some sort of analysis, aimed at ascertaining the possible outcomes of the options – whether they be the issuance, sale or acquisition of securities. If the result of the analysis of some particular alternative is overwhelmingly
positive – as it will be if a positive Net Present Value (commonly referred to as “NPV”) is generated – the participant will, supposedly, decide to execute it.\(^88\) Once a decision has been effectuated, the participant then \textit{observes} how the value, or any other measurable feature of the instrument, changes over time, partly by making own assumptions of future movements, based on information collected; partly by studying the actual, real-time variations in price, as set by other transactions of similar instruments. Depending on the outcome of the continuous monitoring, the participant may then make other decisions, if possible,\(^90\) which initiate the whole process anew. Trading and other sorts of market participation can, therefore, be viewed as a never-ending repetition of the same procedures, all steered by changing preferences and an inconstant reality.\(^90\)

3.2.1.3 \textit{The Characteristics of Purposeful Markets}

Judging by the aforesaid, only markets that \textit{enable participants to collect the information necessary for well thought out decisions and, later, to securely and inexpensively effectuate them} should be considered effective. In other words, markets must be transparent, or otherwise capable of transferring data to stakeholders, and organised so that the execution of orders is predictable and produces accurate data.\(^91\) If all requirements are met, markets will be capable of attracting serious participants, who have \textit{confidence} in their serviceability and are willing to use them in the conduct of their business. This will, in turn, have positive effects on the bourses, or other entities, running the markets, as higher levels of confidence usually equate higher fees, extracted from clients. Every single market participant, who is not engaged in some sort of murky business, aimed at deceiving others, consequently benefits from more accessible and correct information and more reliable order execution systems.\(^92\)


\(^89\) It is often harder for debtors to transfer their obligations than it is for creditors to transfer their rights. Cf. Mäntysaari, \textit{The Law of Corporate Finance: General Principles and EU Law: Volume II: Contracts in General} (Springer Science & Business Media 2009), p. 299 ff.

\(^90\) See Berk (n. 88).

\(^91\) As regards the production of data the ambition should be to make the efficient market hypothesis reality, cf. Berk, (n. 88), p. 294-300.

\(^92\) This is developed further in the analysis, se section 4.
3.2.2 Types of Metrics

3.2.2.1 The Fundamental Characteristics of Markets Directly Affected by Their Operators

Measuring the ability of markets to satisfy the needs of participants – being tantamount to transfers made according to their believed interests – demands several metrics, as there are several aspects of the trading process to review. As hinted in the previous section, it is, for one thing, necessary to assess the ease of collecting and interpreting information, and, for another, to determine how much effort must go into the execution of a decision. Combining those two, a third value, constituting more of a measure of success, telling how willing investors are to participate in the activities in the markets, can be approximated.

Starting with the subject of information, the decisive factors are the cost of acquisition, the accuracy and the complexity. While the cost and accuracy can be determined rather easily, through a calculation, it is far more difficult to appreciate the level of complexity. However, thereby not said that the complexity would be impossible to measure. If some information is hard to interpret, it will leave traces of additional spending – of time and money – and perhaps generate incorrect decisions. Furthermore, it should often be possible to find some sort of consensus on when the available data is too complex.

Moving on to the efficiency of execution, the foremost elements to consider are, as with information, costs, accuracy and complexity, which are all interrelated. The costs arising when a transaction is executed can be of many natures – including fees for trading and expenses associated with running certain machines – but typically stem from unforeseen alterations in price or changes in actual value. As such, they are partially dependent on the accuracy of execution, which is, at its centre, a reflection of predictability. Markets employing accurate methods for execution allow participants to predict the ultimate outcome of their orders, provided that neither the systems nor the rules controlling them are too complicated.

Depending on how efficient the markets are in providing information and executing orders, potential and existing participants will form diverging opinions of them. In the best of worlds – where common people and potential participants are not fed with misleading propaganda – the opinions formed by the latter will reflect their confidence in the abilities of markets to help them forward their interest and control their choices of venue. In other words, efficient markets gain popularity due to participants being confident in their functionality – either by virtue of a favourable depiction in the media, an actual ability to help participants reach the highest possible levels of preferential satisfaction or a combination thereof – and help optimise the allocation of capital,
not only by distributing resources more efficiently than their competitors, but also by impelling potential participants to at all use the markets in their quest for contentment.\(^{93}\)

3.2.2.2 The Specific Characteristics of Markets Relying Mainly on the Actions of Participants

Apart from the metrics responding directly to actions of market operators, which are often overlooked, there are other ones, more widely used in the research on the effects of HFT. In contrast to the aforementioned ones, they can only be indirectly affected by market operators and are, to great extent, products of the level of confidence. As such, they measure the supply of quotes, in terms of ease of execution, and the stability of markets, as an average of alterations in price.

With regard to supply, the most common unit of measurement is liquidity. The market for a particular asset is said to be liquid if orders of some size can be executed quickly, without causing any larger changes in price. Although liquidity is primarily aimed at assessing secondary markets, measuring the liquidity of primary ones is also possible, yet harder due to the different means of contracting. Regardless of where it is measured, the metric can be split into numerous subcategories.\(^{94}\)

The ability of markets “to match supply and demand efficiently [...] [which] can be measured by the bid-ask spread”, is usually referred to as tightness. The tighter the market, the lower the transactions costs, as there is less of a spread to cross when executing an order. Market depth – the sizes of orders – and breadth – the number of orders/potential counterparties – measure “the ability of a market to absorb large trade volumes without a significant impact on prices and can be approximated by the amounts traded over a period of time (turnover) and quote sizes”.\(^{95}\) In other words, deep and broad markets feature many sizeable quotes, facilitating the rapid execution of large orders. Depending on exactly how tight and deep the markets are, their immediacy – the time it takes for orders to be executed – and resilience – “the speed with which price fluctuations arising

---

\(^{93}\) As described in section 3.1.7, the exchange of resources on markets make both parties better off than before, wherefore transfer of assets has a value in itself.


\(^{95}\) See International Monetary Fund, Financial Soundness Indicators: Compilation Guide (n. 94), p. 15.
from imbalances in trades are dissipated” – will vary.\footnote{Ibid.} Liquidity is, consequently, related to the metric measuring market stability – being volatility.

*Volatility* is, in its purest form, a calculation of price fluctuations over time. Instruments, the values of which vary greatly when they are traded in secondary markets, are said to be highly volatile, whereas more stable ones are considered less volatile. As changes in value, reflecting alterations in factors considered by sound participants in their rational analyses, are somewhat predictable, volatility must not always be conjoined with risk – defined as uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is, in the majority of cases, correct to link volatility to risk. Changes in value do not emerge without cause and most often cannot be foreseen; had it been different, future declines and surges would have already been considered when the price was first set. In other words, the reality surrounding traders and their assets is too complex to be mapped by human beings, having limited processing powers and a deficient knowledge. A lower volatility is, therefore, preferable to a higher – all else equal.\footnote{See Berk (n. 88), p. 316-319 and 323-328.}

### 3.2.2.3 How It All Connects

Reading between the lines and recalling what was stated in section 3.2.1.3, it is easy to notice how confidence – as a measure of the availability of information and the efficiency of execution – correlates to liquidity and volatility, which are, in turn, interdependent. Generally, the interest to engage in market activities will rise if confidence increases. Confidence, in turn, depends on how well markets function. If liquidity is high, the efficiency of markets, measured as predictability, will be higher than if it not, resulting in lower volatility and more rapid price discovery – due to the greater number of participants limiting the influence of human error by increasing the number of trades and extinguishing arbitrage opportunities. Thus, *liquid markets, with a low volatility, will generate confidence, further increasing the liquidity, and lowering the volatility, in a seemingly endless process of optimisation.*\footnote{Cf. Levine, *Stock Markets: A Spur to Economic Growth* (Finance & Development 1996), <ftp://208.157.148.123/PDC/ECGL%20files/Archived%20Years/2013-2014%20ECGL%20files/02--Capital%20Markets/2.%20Stock%20Markets%20A%20Spur%20to%20Economic%20Growth%20Ross%20Levine.pdf>, accessed September 10, 2016.}
Since it is hard to break such a self-strengthening, or weakening, pattern, the entities running the markets might appear to have little influence over the actual success of the markets. In accordance with what was said about the cost of information and the accuracy of execution in section 3.2.2.1, such an interpretation would, however, be flawed. This is because predictability is far more dependent on system infrastructure, the nature of the applicable rules and the functionality of the legal system than it is on liquidity and volatility. The one single factor having the greatest effect on the efficiency of markets and their ability to generate economic growth by optimising capital allocation is, most likely, the principles controlling the order execution systems, in part derived from law.\footnote{Ibid.}

Last but not least, the major power of those spewing their sentiments on the often uninformed public, mentioned above, must not be forgotten. Very few participants possess an understanding comprehensive enough to make them fully insusceptible to the attitudes of others. The high or low confidence of one participant can, on that account, spread to others, even if no other metrics are affected by whatever circumstance is debated. When the effects of HFT are studied in the upcoming section, constantly bearing the elevated importance of public confidence in mind is thus essential.\footnote{Cf. Engelberg et al., The Causal Impact of Media in Financial Markets (2009), p. 28-31, \textless http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/behfin/2009_11/engelberg-parsons.pdf\textgreater , accessed November 22, 2016.}

## 3.3 The Effects of High Frequency Trading

### 3.3.1 Completing the Picture

To follow up on section 2.2, a deeper inquiry into the tactics characteristic for HFT has to be conducted before the effects are examined. As was then mentioned, HFT is more of a method to implement different tactics than a strategy in itself. The examination of it thus needs to differentiate between the dissimilar strategies, having diverging effects, which are in fact employed by traders.

When deciding how to proceed with the categorisation of strategies, only limited support can be found in literature, as there are very few established patterns to follow. This ought not to cause any astonishment; research on HFT has only been performed for about a decade and there is still much left to learn. Nevertheless, it is important to bring the slight uncertainty, caused by
the lack of precedent and consensus, into attention, since it forces anyone trying to settle on a system for classification to proceed with caution.

To uphold a high degree of precision, the analysis of effects conducted in this section rests mainly on one broad distinction between manipulative and non-manipulative strategies. Within the latter category, further difference is made between passive and aggressive tactics — the implications of which will be made clear later on. This acknowledgement of pluralism not only renders the whole inquiry more intelligible. It also forwards accuracy, as the existing disparities are not ignored. Regardless, more in way of critical preparatory work is necessary for there to be proper accuracy and independence. Researching HFT is, for several reasons, a substantial challenge. If the factors making it so are not presented before the material part of the inquiry is instigated, the reader might value the reports accounted for higher than there are grounds for, wherefore it is crucial to proceed with an examination of difficulties associated with studying the effects of HFT before anything else.

### 3.3.2 Difficulties Associated with Conducting Research on the Effects of HFT

Whenever a new phenomenon comes into being – in any field of science – examining it is deemed to be tough. There mostly will not exist any fully applicable standards of assessment and even when there are, applying them in a new setting will, nearly without exception, be burdensome. Unfortunately, HFT does indeed follow the suggested pattern with unprecedented loyalty. To fully understand it, mastering advanced programming, computer science, econometrics, finance, economics and behavioural science, is necessary. Since there are very few people possessing such a unique set of competencies — of which even fewer have proven willing to risk their source of income and purpose — many of the reports existing should be considered unreliable.  

There are however some far more pressing issues than so.

---

The perhaps most evident one is the pace of change. According to Moore’s law and a few other theorems, the processing power of computers constantly grows at an increasing speed.\footnote{See Shankland, Moore’s Law: The rule that really matters in tech (CNET 2012), <https://www.cnet.com/news/moores-law-the-rule-that-really-matters-in-tech/>, accessed November 5, 2016; Moore, Cramming more components onto integrated circuits (Electronics, Volume 38, Number 8, 1965), <http://web.eng.fiu.edu/npala/eee6397ex/gordon_moore_1965_article.pdf>, accessed December 10, 2016.} This makes the machines used only some limited time ago very different from those used today – affecting both the speeds of execution and the choices of strategy. Thus, when studying the effects of HFT it is important to be wary of the potential obsoleteness of the data used.

Another problem needing illumination is the inaccuracy of the datasets used in some analyses. In a great number of reports, the alleged findings rest on dubious assumptions rather than facts. This is due to the impossibility of securely identifying HFTs from publicly available data, in which the identity of individual participants in unknown. To be able to reach any sort of conclusion, some researchers have made use of proxies, supposedly separating most traders from those engaging in HFT. Although such approaches are likely to at least be indicative, they are far from unerring as they tend to mix other types of traders – who use fast systems/smart routers only for order execution – with HFTs. Furthermore, the features of some strategies, in themselves, make it hard to draw any conclusions, as they rely on an emittance of false signals.\footnote{See U.S. Securities Exchange Commission, Staff of the Division of Trading and Markets, Equity Market Structure Literature Review Part II: High Frequency Trading (2014), p. 4 ff., <https://www.sec.gov/marketstructure/research/hft_lit_review_march_2014.pdf>, accessed September 10, 2016.} Trying to interpret the results of the research in a regular manner therefore is not suitable. Instead, trustworthy papers will have to be sought in (other) literature reviews.

To conclude, there are a number of elements affecting the precision of existing reports. Drawing any sort of definitive conclusions, accordingly, cannot be recommended. Nonetheless, it is imperative to concisely study and account for the existing reports. Most presumed readers of a thesis on law do not possess the knowledge required of a person seeking to achieve a complete understanding of the matter at hand, but should be able to critically value the findings and conclusions brought into attention. For that reason, the following study – starting with non-manipulative strategies – can, or rather has to, be held rather short.
3.3.3 Effects of Non-Manipulative Strategies

3.3.3.1 Passive Strategies

3.3.3.1.1 Market Making

What unites all passive strategies is the supply of bid and ask quotes for others to trade against – a definition plainly bearing some likeness to that of market making.¹⁰⁴ Market makers provide liquidity by “holding a certain number of shares of a particular security in order to facilitate the trading of [it].”¹⁰⁵ In doing so, they earn profits when other traders cross the bid-ask spread – either buying at the ask price or selling at the bid price.¹⁰⁶ As the spread is, at most times, rather small, reaching high volumes is a must for there to be long-term profits. In fact, exchanges may give even further incentives for a maximisation of volume, by paying market makers some smaller amount of money for each trade executed or giving them rebates, and so on.¹⁰⁷

Even though many passive HFTs earn their profits in a manner consistent with that of market makers, they often do not formally fulfil the same function. This, most notably, makes them less exposed to risk, as they are allowed to withdraw their quotes in times of uncertainty, and, consequently, might lower the quality of the liquidity provided by them.¹⁰⁸ Despite all that, most research performed indicates that HFTs, engaging in passive strategies equivalent to market making, increase liquidity, decrease volatility and significantly reduce transaction costs. There are however some variations worthy of an illumination.

¹⁰⁴ Cf. Miller et al., Congressional Research Service (n. 20), p. 3-5.
Firstly, as regards liquidity, the results are not uniform.\textsuperscript{109} For it to be deeper, tighter and more immediate, High Frequency Market Makers (hereinafter referred to as “HFMs”) – regardless of their formal designation – need to be both fast and informed. What calls for this particular combination of characteristics is the simple notion that system performance affects the tactics used in trading. If a machine either is not capable of updating its quotes fast enough to avoid becoming a victim of predatory techniques used by others, resulting in costly adverse selection, or to foresee future changes in quote levels, it will be programmed to act more cautiously, generating smaller quotes and increasing the spreads between them.\textsuperscript{110}

Considering the great difference in speed and processing power – separating regular, manual and slow, market makers, from HFTs applying the same technique – the width of the problem should become abundantly clear. Some participants will always be slower and less informed than their peers, prompting them to apply more conservative strategies. The greater the proportion of quotes supplied by those, slower and uninformed traders, the lower the liquidity will become after the entrance of faster ones, as the slower must compensate for their disadvantage, in order not to lose all profits by adverse selection, and vice versa.\textsuperscript{111} After some time, the issue should, however, solve itself per automatic, as fast HFMs ought to manage to outcompete their less capable competitors.

Secondly, when it comes to volatility, the results are correspondingly multifarious. HFMs can both increase and lower volatility, depending on the circumstances. The positive effects are attained when informed HFMs manage to establish the impact of events faster than slower traders, without having any orders executed, resulting in a more predictable and cost-efficient price discovery. This is achieved primarily by the rapid supply and cancellation of quotes – a process known as quote flickering – which, due to no orders being executed, requires no actual transfer of capital and thus results in fewer cases of adverse selection.\textsuperscript{112}

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{110} Cf. Menkveld, (n. 29), p. 6-7.

\textsuperscript{111} Ibid., p. 7-13.

\textsuperscript{112} Ibid., p. 19-20.
\end{flushleft}
As all events are not analysed correctly by machines, there are also instances of ineffective price discovery, resulting in an increased volatility. HFMs can, for instance, value some particular information – such as changes in quotes supplied by others – incorrectly and wrongly adjust their own quotes. In extreme situations, this might lead to so-called flash crashes. Seeing that those are not specific to market making, and rather unusual, they will be discussed in further detail in section 3.3.6.2, on particular events for which HFT has at least partially been to blame.

Lastly, bearing what has been said about decreasing spreads, more efficient price discovery and higher degrees of automation in mind, realising that the introduction of passive HFT has reduced transaction costs, mainly owing to liquidity being tighter, should not be hard. Computer machines of the types used by HFTs are indeed costly to acquire and maintain; putting them to use does, however, not cause any noteworthy additional expenses, wherefore only a limited gain per trade – a small bid-ask spread – is required for contribution margins to be positive. When comparing this to manual market making – conducted by human beings often demanding astronomic salaries – the cause for the steep declines in price should be easily identifiable. The cost reduction is, however, neither definitive nor statistically reliable.113 To some, costs have risen, rather than dropped, owing to the superior ability, of HFMs, to predict future developments and alter quotes, which is discussed further in section 3.3.5, on generic effects.114

3.3.3.1.2 Arbitrage

Resembling more of a subcategory to market making than an independent strategy, passive arbitrage involves the supply of quotes either in identical instruments in different markets or in different instruments, bearing some likeness, in separate markets. In that capacity, it is meant to take advantage of inefficiencies in price, emerging either when the level of bid or ask quotes of an instrument, such as a fund, do not accurately reflect the value of its individual elements, or when the price of a particular instrument is not synchronised in all markets.115 Arbitrage trading thus makes the law of one price and the efficient market hypothesis reality by eradicating any alterations in quote

115 Cf. Miller et al., Congressional Research Service (n. 20), p. 4.
levels not justified by external factors. Through it, transaction costs are lowered for those trading instruments that are listed on several exchanges or available in many forms, who no longer need to examine every market in search of the best prices.\textsuperscript{116} Furthermore, by limiting the implications of choosing some particular exchange, HFTs engaging in arbitrage trading also tend to foster competition between marketplaces. As is envisaged by nearly every economic theory, this forces markets, which are in need of volume, to evolve in directions beneficial to any potential participants, who can provide it.\textsuperscript{117} Since the factors deemed most important to traders are the availability of information, and the costs and predictability of execution, markets will have to compete by making their executions processes more informative, less expensive and more predictable – chiefly by lowering fees and stabilising order matching. Irrespective of how great the selling points of high frequency arbitrage trading might appear, it does, however, like market making, not come without unwanted side effects.\textsuperscript{118}

Research has proven both passive and aggressive arbitrage trading to be capable of raising costs for traders trying to execute large orders in lit venues. The reason for this is the rather understandable need of such traders to split sizeable orders into smaller ones – portioned out in sequence or sent to different venues – so that the exceptionally large supply or demand is not flashed and made to unnecessarily affect prices ex-ante. Although the technique might make it harder for the average trader, at either side of the spread, to discover the change in liquidity, passive and aggressive HFTs alike are often programmed to notice such attempts of secrecy and to outrun the larger traders to other markets, only to impose adverse selection costs on them by raising or lowering quote levels.\textsuperscript{119} As transaction costs for large investors are thereby increased, arbitrage trading does not only improve efficiency.\textsuperscript{120}

Rather important to notice are also the increased systemic risks resulting from the high degree of market interconnectivity that comes with arbitrage trading. As the exchanges and the instruments traded in them become more interdependent, the threat of disastrous chain reactions – following such misinterpretations of data as was hinted in the previous section – increases.\textsuperscript{121} To protect

\textsuperscript{116} Cf. Berk (n. 88), p. 71.
\textsuperscript{117} Cf. Gomber (n. 106), p. 9-12; Menkveld (n. 29), p. 17-19.
\textsuperscript{118} Cf. sections 3.1.7 and 3.2.
\textsuperscript{119} See Menkveld (n. 29), p. 13-14.
\textsuperscript{120} It would, as a response, be possible to argue that price discovery is improved, since changes in supply and demand cannot be disguised.
themselves from such events, traders invest in their systems and adjust their strategies. While the effects of the changes to the software are wholly dependent on the content of the code, and thus cannot once and for all be deemed either good or bad, most researchers seem to agree that the investments in hardware are wasteful. Due to the issue being one shared with aggressive strategies, it is discussed further in section 3.3.5. Indicating that it is problematic is, however – for the sake of fairness – necessary already at this stage.

### 3.3.3.2 Aggressive Strategies

Midst the coding practices having a predominantly negative effect on the functionality of the financial markets, aggressive, non-manipulative, strategies can be found. Akin to passive strategies, the aggressive ones are rather heterogeneous. This comes as the only factor uniting them is the endeavour to “[take] out stale quotes” of slower traders when prices change.\hspace{1em}122 Expressed differently, HFTs using them do not, like passive traders, place quotes for others to take. Instead, they try to impose adverse selection costs on others, by using their superior speed and data processing power to quickly take advantage of temporary pricing inefficiencies.\hspace{1em}123

When translated into strategy, the aggressiveness corresponds to so-called run games and order anticipation, partaken also by HFMs. Run games take place after some event impacting prices is disclosed. At that moment, aggressive HFTs try to take out quotes placed by slower traders before they are adjusted or withdrawn, in response to the news. Through said technique, participating HFTs are said to lower confidence and prompt the potential victims to act more conservatively, which could decrease the depth and tightness of liquidity. The possible effects are, however, not only negative. Due to price discovery being sped up, market inefficiencies will not exist for as long as they otherwise would, which could indeed increase confidence.\hspace{1em}124

A directional\hspace{1em}125 technique closely related to run games is the, in part already described, preying on large orders, referred to as order anticipation.\hspace{1em}126 Like passive HFTs using arbitrage trading methods, aggressive ones react to order flow statistics indicating an increase or decrease in demand

---

123 Ibid.  
124 See Menkveld (n. 29), p. 14-17.  
126 The process is described at length in Lewis (n. 18).
and try to take advantage of temporary pricing inefficiencies. As opposed to the passive custom of simply updating quotes, aggressive traders do, however, try to trade in the direction of large orders, affecting prices, immediately after noticing a demand – sometimes wrongfully referred to as “front running” – to later change their direction of trading to that opposite of the initial – either selling at prices higher than those first paid for the instrument or buying at prices lower than those then sold for – making a profit by reducing liquidity. The initial trading may be conducted either in the same exchange, in anticipation of upcoming orders, or in other markets, with the same purpose, albeit within an often tighter timeframe.

Regardless of there being several methods to counter the efforts of passive and aggressive HFTs to foresee large orders, the net transaction costs for large investors appear to have increased. Those entities are forced to deal with seemingly maniacal changes of quotes and attempts of others to outrun their thought processes – in sum making execution of large orders more complex and less predictable. To try avoiding such nuisances, many of them have fled to murkier waters, delineated more closely in section 3.3.5.3, on generic effects. Aggressive strategies thus, to large extent, share negative effects with passive ones, yet add some additional ones and increase the magnitude of the disadvantages. In fact, a substantial portion of the total effects has little to do with the character of the strategies, as will be explained in section 3.3.6. Before then, the manipulative strategies do, however, need to be accounted for, in order to enable a full and precise comprehension of the plethora of techniques used by HFTs.

---


128 This becomes far easier in a fragmented marketplace, where arbitrage opportunities exist. A high frequency trader can then place bates on one exchange to later outrun the larger traders to others. As is described in section 3.4.2.2, the US Regulation NMS makes this technique far more profitable. Cf. Menkveld (n. 29), p. 13-14; U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Staff of the Division of Trading and Markets (n. 13), p. 5-6.

3.3.4 Effects of Manipulative Strategies

3.3.4.1 The Core of Deceit

Similar to the non-manipulative strategies, the deceitful ones all have some distinguishing features in common. As their designation implies, they rely on misleading other market participants. Recalling what was said about fundamental strategy and the motives for engaging in market activities, it should be clear that the deceitful behaviours cause harm by rendering information misrepresented and analyses erroneous. Furthermore, in view of speed, processing power and automation being the three most distinct features of HFT, the means of deceit should be rather clear. Traders either take advantage of their superior speed, computational capacity or lower costs of interaction to create false signals for others to act on. The most frequent strategies matching the description are momentum ignition, spoofing, layering and quote stuffing, all of which are worthy of a deeper exploration, focusing on their purposes.\footnote{Cf. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Staff of the Division of Trading and Markets (n. 13), p. 5 ff.}

3.3.4.2 Strategies Steering the Direction of Prices

A trait shared by most manipulative strategies is an ambition to steer the prices of instruments in some particular direction. To achieve this result, HFTs initiate a procedure known as \textit{momentum ignition}, consisting of two steps.\footnote{It should, for the sake of fairness, be noted that strategies intended to create rises or falls in prices have existed since long before HFT was first introduced. See ibid.} They first \textit{spoof} the other market participants using a method known as \textit{layering}. It involves placing buy or sell orders not meant to be executed or of a relatively small size, at levels either exceeding the best bid quote – to cause a rise in prices – or falling below the best ask quote – to cause a fall in prices – in an endeavour to deceive others into following their lead. Once a change in course has been accomplished, the orders sent by the HFT who initiated the process are cancelled, to immediately be replaced by their contraries – sell orders if the first were buy orders and vice versa.\footnote{See European Securities and Markets Authority, \textit{Final Report ESMA’s technical advice on possible delegated acts concerning the Market Abuse Regulation} (2015), p. 20-21, <https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2015/11/2015-224.pdf>, accessed December 11, 2016.}

In its entirety, momentum ignition has a number of severely destructive effects. It increases transaction costs and volatility for whoever decides to act according to the false signals created
and, obviously, decreases the informative value of prices, in the short term. Over a longer time period, the reduced value of information and increased transaction costs lead to an ineffective allocation of capital, caused partly by the incorrect pricing, partly by the reduced confidence amongst participants less willing to trade, ultimately leading to a lower liquidity.\footnote{Cf. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Staff of the Division of Trading and Markets (n. 13), p. 6 ff.}

3.3.4.3 Techniques Confusing Others and Slowing Them Down

As a complement to momentum ignition and the like – for situations when it is more important to inhibit others from acting at all than it is to make them act in a specific manner – some HFTs focus on sending extreme amounts of information to exchanges, in an effort to slow others down and to make them disoriented.\footnote{See Egginton et al., \textit{Quote Stuffing}, p. 3 ff., <https://www.business.msstate.edu/magnolia/pdf/quote-stuffing.pdf>, accessed December 11, 2016; Lauricella et al., \textit{SEC Probes Canceled Trades} (The Wall Street Journal 2010), <http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703882304575465990082337642>, accessed December 11, 2016.} Regardless of it mainly affecting other HFTs, the technique – known as \textit{quote stuffing} – has several unwanted consequences in the short term.

By flooding the markets with orders not meant to go through, the acting party makes it harder for others to correctly value the instruments affected. This compels them to act more cautiously, typically resulting in wider spreads and smaller depths. It can also increase their transaction costs, by forcing them to trade at incorrect prices and by raising their costs of collecting information. Lastly, in conformity with momentum ignition, it lowers confidence and liquidity in the long term, ultimately leading to a dysfunctional allocation of capital.\footnote{See Egginton (n. 134), p. 13 ff.}

3.3.5 Generic Effects of HFT

3.3.5.1 Investments in Technology

Having accounted for the repercussions of specific strategies, what remains is to describe the generic effects of HFT and the effects of different kinds of HFTs competing – some of which have already been mentioned. Of those dependent on competition between passive, aggressive
and manipulative traders, the *investments in technology* are probably most obvious to the wider public. The rivalry between HFMs and their more aggressive cousins has had a tendency to induce all participants, and the exchanges, to invest heavily in technology. This arms race of sorts has, above all, led to costly acquisitions of connectivity hardware. Some firms have devoted millions of dollars to buying towers used for transmitting microwave signals, with the sole purpose of reducing latency by microseconds.\(^{136}\) In the eyes of many critics, this constant quest for technological advancement is wasteful, as the money invested in it could, in their opinion, be used elsewhere.\(^{137}\) In reality, such propositions should be considered less relevant as *both jurisdictions studied are liberal capitalist democracies*, which are forced to accept the fundamental premises of liberalism – in particular the complete lack of interest in the result of the distribution of assets – if they do not seek to create a system full of regulatory conflicts, caused by logical inconsistencies, debated further in section 4 and 5.

Since any form of intervention motivated by a disapproving of the final result – constituting investments in technology – would counter the very central liberal principle of non-intervention, it may be concluded that the spending of companies and individuals is not a question of public policy, but one of corporate governance. If companies choose to invest in technology – whereby they both benefit their businesses and support the technological development at large – their decisions should not be questioned by anyone else than their shareholders.\(^{138}\) Additionally, it could be doubted whether the adversaries of HFT have really considered all positive effects of the technological progress. It is a well-known fact that the increased speeds, following from upgrades, benefit all but the ill minded traders, since the risk for events unaccounted for decreases when the time of execution is reduced. As is said elsewhere, there is, however, some limit, beyond which the risk for such unintended events should become so small that the costs of extra investments exceed the gains. If the spending were to prove both excessive and systemic in kind; and capable of damaging the allocation of resources, regulation altering the incentives of traders should be considered.\(^{139}\) By reason of the exchanges being run for profit in a competitive market,


\(^{139}\) Cf. sections 3.1.7 and 4.3.
the risk of such a development should be small, provided that the market participants possess some ability to correctly value their options.

3.3.5.2  

*A More Even Distribution of Adverse Selection Costs*

Dependent on competition are also the aforementioned run games and other activities causing down- or upward moving spiral shaped transaction patterns, attended by all types of HFTs. In the process of determining the price impact of some event, HFTs will not always manage to find equilibrium simply by updating/flickering their quotes. Instead, they often trade instruments between themselves until the top or bottom has been reached. Owing to there being a large number of partakers, the process has proven to reduce the adverse selection costs otherwise borne by single traders, by sequentially distributing them amongst more entities.\(^{140}\) This not only reduces short time volatility, by smoothening the path to a new price level, but also protects single entities from costs that would risk eradicating their whole profits, whereby competition and long-term liquidity is promoted.\(^{141}\) As the route to a new price level is not always straight, the intermediation chains can also lead to disturbances of the kind described in section 3.3.6.2 on specific, harmful, events.

3.3.5.3  

*Rerouting of Orders to Dark Pools*

To protect themselves, chiefly from order anticipation and fast market makers, many large institutional investors have sought refuge in alternative trading venues, better suited to their needs. What nearly all those have in common is a limited pre-trade disclosure, meant to make it harder for predatory traders to anticipate a demand for liquidity and some sort of pricing mechanism deriving the values of instruments from other markets. Since this allows larger traders to avoid having their orders lit up and made public, the venues have been rewarded with the less flattering designation of “dark pools”. The trading conducted in them is not subject to the rules that apply to regulated markets, which makes it possible to extend the investor protection very far or to decrease it substantially.\(^{142}\)

\(^{140}\) See Menkveld (n. 29), p. 14-17.

\(^{141}\) Ibid.

The exact outcome of the migration to unlit markets is reliant both on their serviceability and the repercussions caused on the ordinary, lit, equivalents. According to research, dark pools have an impact both on liquidity and volatility. When large orders are moved, the depth of the markets is altered. As very few participants would be ignorant enough to execute entire orders, of sizes markedly impacting the prices of the instruments traded, at once, in lit venues, the difference should, however, not be that remarkable. More prominent is perhaps the reduced volatility.143

Following the rerouting of orders, there should be fewer opportunities for predatory order anticipation, lowering the overall costs for slow traders. In addition, the higher share of informed participants in ordinary markets, resulting from the flight of uninformed ones, should positively impact price discovery, while reducing adverse selection costs. All in all, a moderate use of dark pools would therefore appear to have a very positive impact on volatility, while not majorly influencing liquidity. There are, however, some indications to the contrary.

One fairly clear example of this is the charges brought against Barclays and Credit Suisse by the SEC. Both had failed to operate their dark pools as advertised, by allowing HFTs to prey on orders in the otherwise unlit environment.145 Moreover, allegedly harmful behaviour has been found to exist in other dark markets, where HFTs have taken advantage of lower execution speeds to prey on slower traders. Despite all that, and other downsides,146 the advantages of dark pools have been found, possibly, to outweigh the disadvantages, which gives some indication of the gravity of aggressive and manipulative trading.147

---


144 European Central Bank (n. 127).


146 Efficient price discovery could, for example, be impeded by the delayed publication of transactions, as an instrument is at risk of being traded at prices not reflecting the actual ratio of supply and demand.

3.3.5.4 An Increased Market Fragmentation

As signalled repeatedly above – most notably in section 3.3.3.1.2, when passive arbitrage trading was discussed – the lower search and execution costs of HFTs enables them to trade in more markets than manual traders, even when they do not consciously attempt to take advantage of temporary inefficiencies. When that happens, liquidity becomes more fragmented and other incentives for choosing a specific market than its liquidity gain importance, forcing the entities running exchanges to try appealing to traders by offering other advantages. If – as was also said in section 3.3.3.1.2 – this leads to lower costs and an increased predictability, then all participants should benefit, whereas the attraction of liquidity using some deceitful technique, would have a different outcome.\textsuperscript{148}

3.3.5.5 Easier Rebalancing of Portfolios

A last generic effect of HFT is a less demanding portfolio rebalancing procedure for other traders. The ability to quickly alter the composition of a portfolio is clearly valuable since it reduces the overall risk of trading. It is, though, debateable whether the marginal gains from additional speed still exceed the marginal costs when latency has been reduced to microseconds. If that is not the case, then the continuing investments in increased speed are not very helpful. Nevertheless, they remain a question of corporate governance, as opposite to public policy, so long as the imperfection is not systemic in nature.\textsuperscript{149}

3.3.6 The Magnitude of HFT and Historical Events in Which It Has Played a Part

3.3.6.1 Frequency of HFT

As the actual significance of the effects of HFT is dependent on its presence, it is necessary to determine just how extensive the usage of it is. Some indications to this end have already been made hereinbefore, but the true magnitude of it has never been discussed. Like the study of the effects themselves, an unerring inquiry into the matter cannot be performed since there are no


\textsuperscript{149} See Menkveld (n. 29), p. 21.
absolutely accurate means of determining how active certain participants are – especially not those holding instruments for very short periods of time. Yet, estimations have been made by several researchers and institutions. Midst the more up-to-date ones is a paper from the SEC and two reports from the CFTC. According to the former, HFT accounts for slightly more than half of all trading volume in the US equity markets\(^\text{150}\) and almost half of it in the EU equivalents.\(^\text{151}\) The latter ones present even larger numbers for most futures markets,\(^\text{152}\) reaching as high as nearly eighty percent in the markets for foreign exchange futures.\(^\text{153}\)

In spite of the potential inaccuracies, there exists no need for any deeper examination of the methods used. HFT would not have gained such an impact and fame if it had not seen a hasty expansion. Thus, establishing any exact numbers is not necessary – *HFT is a force to be reckoned with, no matter its exact frequency in the markets*. This will be more than evident after the upcoming account of notable events, in which it has played a part, has been presented.

### 3.3.6.2 Important Events for Which HFT Was Partly to Blame

#### 3.3.6.2.1 The Flash Crash of May 6, 2010

An incident that ought to have escaped the attention of few interested parties is the dramatic fluctuations in prices, mainly of equities listed in US equity markets, that occurred on May 6, 2010. A significant number of instruments then lost nearly all of their market value or – in some instances – had their prices multiplied to preposterous figures, within minutes, only to return to normal levels just as quickly. As is stated in a joint report by the CFTC and the SEC, “during the

---

\(^\text{150}\) Equity markets are, as the designation implies, markets for equities. They thus allow securities representing some form of ownership, such as shares, to change hands. See Levinson (n. 1), p. 132 ff.


\(^\text{152}\) Markets for futures enable the transfer of futures, which happen to be agreements to transact at certain terms in the future. See Levinson (n. 1), p.169 ff.

20 minute [sic] period between 2:40 p.m. and 3:00 p.m., over 20,000 trades (many based on retail-customer orders) across more than 300 separate securities, including many ETFs, were executed at prices 60% or more away from their 2:40 p.m. prices”.

What caused the sharp decline was not, in opposite to what could easily be expected, primarily, HFTs running faulty systems, but a number of circumstances working together. To begin with, the markets were unusually volatile already before the flash crash, on account of the European debt crisis. When a particularly large trader, in the middle of this uncertainty, initiated the sale of 75 000 E-Mini S&P 500 futures contracts – valued at some 4.1 billion dollars (“the largest net change in daily position of any trader in the E-Mini since the beginning of [that] year”) – the first step towards a proper crash was taken.

The algorithm assigned with the task of selling the contracts initiated its task at a pace far too high, transferring thousands of them to, amongst others, HFTs, at decreasing prices. As the HFTs were programmed not to hold more than a certain number of instruments, for a short time, it did not take long until they began trading the assets acquired between them in an extremely rapid downwards moving spiral pattern. This, unfortunately, induced the algorithmic execution system used by the large trader to increase its pace even further.

In the chaos that unravelled, the extreme price movements spread to other markets and instruments, as participants – primarily HFTs engaging in cross-market arbitrage – first sold their holdings of, mainly, the S&P 500 SPDR exchange-traded fund – with matching underlying assets – to benefit from the undue difference in price between it and the closely linked E-mini S&P


157 A so called smart order routing system. See Gomber et al. (n. 106), p. 19-20.


159 Ibid., p. 1-2.
500 futures, to then – when predefined thresholds were passed – halt their trading, making liquidity in several equities vanish. It was not until a fault safe on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange temporarily halted trading – for a few seconds – that the prices began stabilising. Subsequent to that, most instruments regained the majority of their value, but left many investors wondering.\textsuperscript{160}

Particularly important to learn from the crash is just how interdependent the trade of different instruments, listed in different markets, have become, following the introduction of ATs in general and HFTs in particular, into the already fragmented markets created by MiFID and Regulation NMS. Furthermore, it shows that complications can arise when human traders either faultily program their machines or wrongfully implement automatic strategies. The algorithm guilty of executing the 75 000 sales only took the volume traded in the specific instrument during a specific period into account when it set the size of orders and the frequency of execution. Had it also considered price and been equipped with some sort of automatic fail-safe, the crash probably would never have occurred.\textsuperscript{161}

### 3.3.6.2.2 Other Relevant Incidents Related to HFT

Following the events of May 6, 2010, ATs of all sorts could be expected to have tweaked their systems to avoid future havoc. Although this ought in part to be true, more accidents occurred in the years that followed. One that caught quite a lot of attention and serves to show how those not employing sufficient risk controls are at risk of purging themselves from the markets, is the coding error made by Knight Capital Group in 2012. The securities trading firm “made a coding error in an automated equity router, and then incorrectly deployed new code in the same router”, causing “the firm’s automated trading system [to] inadvertently [build] up unintended positions in the [US] equity market, eventually resulting in losses of more than $460 million”.\textsuperscript{162}

Some more systemic incidents of scale have also occurred. On October 15, 2014, the US treasury market saw an unprecedented level of volatility, resulting in “intraday moves […] [that]

\textsuperscript{160} Ibid., p. 5-6.


\textsuperscript{162} See Commodity Futures Trading Commission (n. 7), p. 52.
have been observed only on three occasions in the previous 25 years, all driven by significant policy announcements”, for which HFT was found to be partly responsible.\(^{163}\) A rather alike fate then struck the US equity markets on August 24, 2015, when “an unusual price volatility”, to some extent worsened by HFTs, brought declines of more than five percent to the E-Mini S&P 500 and more than twenty percent, to more than forty percent of NASDAQ-100 companies, shortly after the market opening.\(^{164}\) In addition, there are several examples of comparable, yet less significant, events from other jurisdictions, indicating that the problem has not been isolated to the US markets.\(^{165}\) Nevertheless, it should be noted that none of the incidents following the 2010 flash crash have been quite as severe and that human error has always been at the centre of the turmoil, wherefore machines should not be given all the blame.\(^{166}\)

In addition, it could be said that not all crashes are bad, as most of them do, after all, reflect the occurrence of important events, which should have an impact on price.

### 3.4 Legal Measures Affecting High Frequency Trading

#### 3.4.1 Overview of the Recent Legislative Progress

With the objectives, effects and recent events sorted, the turn has come to the financial markets regulation. Regardless of how inaccessible some of the materials referred to in the other descriptive parts may have been, none of them trumps the legal source material. Grasping even the most fundamental aspects of the relevant financial markets law requires an ability to navigate through layers upon layers of regulative patterns, forming a turbid pile of what could, by a layman, easily

---


\(^{165}\) See Commodity Futures Trading Commission (n. 7), p. 51 ff.

\(^{166}\) Seeing that HFT’s have been able both to cause declines and to then counter them, their effect is not solely negative. On the contrary, they could be claimed to have minimised the damage done by human beings.
be confused with gibberish. To avoid letting the prevailing obscurity render the exposition in-comprehensible, the functions of the rules debated and their roles in the recent explosion of automatted trading will be put in focus, instead of their formal designation or origin. This translates into two divisions; one separating a first generation of rules, implemented within the EU and the US during the 00s,\textsuperscript{167} from a second generation, either adopted or suggested during the 10s; and one arranging the second generation measures into subcategories defined by the functions of the rules included.\textsuperscript{168} More precisely, the category of first generation measures comprises:


In a similar fashion, the more extensive group of second generation measures accommodates:

- EU measures:

\textsuperscript{167} Only the legislation having a measurable impact on HFT will be considered, wherefore the first generation of market abuse regulation is omitted.

\textsuperscript{168} To avoid confusion, it should be said that there are, in reality, more than two generations of legislative revisions in both countries, wherefore the division should only be seen as a narrative tool.

\textsuperscript{169} The effective date refers to that of the implemented legislation, at member state level.
Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on criminal sanctions for market abuse (market abuse directive) (MAD II) (effective per July 3, 2016); and


• US measures:
  o Adopted and proposed by the CFTC:
    ▪ Regulation Automated Trading (Regulation AT), (17 CFR § 1, 38, 40 and 170) (proposal) (2015, supplemented 2016);
    ▪ Interpretative Guidance and Policy Statement on Disruptive Practices, (with regards to 7 U.S.C § 6c(a)(5)) (2013) (effective per May 28, 2013); and
  o Adopted by the SEC:
    ▪ Qualification and Registration of Associated Persons Relating to Algorithmic Trading, (NASD Rule 1032(f)) (2016) (effective per January 30, 2017);
    ▪ Regulation System Compliance and Integrity (Regulation SCI), (17 CFR § 242.1000-1007) (2014) (effective per February 3, 2015);
    ▪ Consolidated Audit Trail (CAT), (17 CFR § 242.613) (2012) (effective per October 1, 2012); and
    ▪ Risk Management Controls for Brokers or Dealers with Market Access, (17 CFR § 240.15c3-5) (2011) (effective per November 30, 2011).

Since the first generation measures are included only to ensure a proper understanding of the second generation ones – by showing how legislation can come to father unwanted side effects
when the circumstances change – it will have its effects described already in the upcoming section, while the material part of the corresponding impact analysis, with regard to the second generation measures, follows in the analysis.\textsuperscript{170}

3.4.2 First Generation Rules

3.4.2.1 MiFID – The EU Response to Weak Investor Protection and Competition

The single most important first generation legislation of the EU, adopted in 2004, is, without a doubt, MiFID. It was written at a time when interexchange competition and investor protection was considered too weak and was, therefore, given the main objectives of fostering competition between venues and furthering the protection of investors.\textsuperscript{171} These ambitions have, to varying degrees, been met. There are far more exchanges today than there were before MiFID entered into force and investors should – if they are not drenched in information – at least be certain that their orders are properly executed.\textsuperscript{172} Portraying the progress as one free of unexpected surprises would, however, be very misleading. Of particular interest in this context are its massive, multi-faceted, effects on HFT.

To begin with, the envisioned competition, forwarded mainly by the \textit{repeal of the concentration rule} – found in Council Directive 93/22/EEC of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the securities field [1993] (commonly referred to as “ISD”) – which demanded the execution of orders to

\textsuperscript{170} The description of second generation measures, clearly, must, to some extent, deal with effects, as it otherwise would not even be possible to decide how to categorise the rules according to their functions.


be performed only in regulated markets,\(^\text{173}\) gave rise to an uninvited fragmentation.\(^\text{174}\) As was indicated in sections 3.3.3.1.2 and 3.3.3.2, on different forms of arbitrage trading, the disintegrating development that followed happened to cultivate HFT and simplify some predatory techniques. The slower traders/preys were, however, not left totally defenceless. A set of exemptions from the general requirement for pre-trade transparency, established by art. 29 MiFID and art. 18 and 20 Commission Regulation (EC) No 1287/2006,\(^\text{175}\) enabled the quite extensive flight to dark pools described in section 3.3.5.3, where some sort of shelter from aggressive HFTs was offered. Although the research accounted for has found neither of these changes particularly problematic – as their total advantages supposedly outweigh their total disadvantages – they have caught the eye of the regulator.\(^\text{176}\)

Another factor undeniably furthering the legislative interest in HFT is the exemption found in art. 2.1 d MiFID, excluding those who – like most HFTs\(^\text{177}\) – trade on their own account (commonly referred to as *proprietary trading*) from much of the supervision and authorisation otherwise required. Without any such preconditions to market participation, keeping an eye on the activities

\(^{173}\) Then defined as a market for “[transferable] securities”, “[units] in collective investment undertakings”, “[money]-market instruments”, “[financial]-futures contracts, including equivalent cash-settled instruments”, “[forward] interest-rate agreements”, “[interest]-rate, currency and equity swaps” and “[options] to acquire or dispose of any instruments[listed], including equivalent cash-settled instruments”; appearing on a specific list; functioning regularly; being subject to regulations regarding market access, admission and trading, issued by the competent authorities in the jurisdiction where it operates; and requiring compliance with certain transparency requirements. See art. 1.13 and annex B ISD.


\(^{176}\) One reason for this could, of course, be that a positive development should never be considered enough if there is room for improvement.

of many HFTs has proven hard. Combining that with the lack of special regulatory requirements, making HFT relatively profitable, and the widespread confusion, it is easy to see what motivated MiFID II.\footnote{Cf. European Commission, \textit{COMMISSION STAFF WORKING PAPER IMPACT ASSESSMENT Accompanying the document Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on Markets in financial instruments (Recast) and the Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on Markets in financial instruments} (2011), p. 10-11, \textit{http://ec.europa.eu/finance/securities/docs/isd/mifid/111020-impact-assessment_en.pdf}, accessed December 12, 2016.} Regardless of how pressing the issue was believed to be in the EU, the situation did, however, as was indicated in section 3.3.6.2, get far worse in the US.

3.4.2.2 Regulation NMS – Unifying the US Financial Markets and Countering Opportunism

In a spirit similar to that of the EU legislature, the SEC sought to promote competition between markets and to prevent intermediaries from harming clients, by enacting a plethora of rules chiefly governing the execution of orders.\footnote{See U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, \textit{Regulation NMS: Final rules and amendments to joint industry plans} (2005), p. 5-7 and 12-21, \textit{https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-51808.pdf}, accessed December 12, 2016.} As was the case with the later adopted MiFID, Regulation NMS succeeded in its ambition to increase competition. Unfortunately, it also came with quite a few unplanned side effects, bearing striking resemblance to those of the EU equivalent, yet being even more noteworthy. In other words, it caused both fragmentation and an expansion of HFT.

What brought the changes was an attempt to ensure that no trade occurs at a price less favourable than the absolutely best one available – the \textit{National Best Bid and Offer} (commonly referred to as the “NBBO”).\footnote{See 17 C.F.R. § 242.600(b)(42).} No matter how noble said idea might have seemed in theory, it proved problematic in practice. The main reason for this was, and still is, the wording of the so-called Order Protection Rule or Rule 611, which explicitly forbids the execution of most orders at price levels less advantageous than the NBBO.\footnote{See 17 C.F.R. § 242.611.} If an exchange “or any other broker or dealer that executes orders internally by trading as a principal or crossing orders as agent” receives an order covered by the Order Protection Rule, it must either (re)route it to the market(s) offering the NBBO or cancel it.\footnote{See 17 C.F.R. § 242.600(b)(72).}
When automatically deciding how to act, the intermediary is obligated to use the NBBO calculated by a so-called Securities Information Processor (commonly referred to as “SIP”), which collects and compares information from all exchanges, as its decision basis. Had it not been for the fact that markets are allowed to simultaneously send the information disseminated to the SIPs also to others, including HFTs, the scheme might have worked. Owing to HFTs being able to calculate the NBBO much faster than the SIPs and to act on the information gathered before other investors, the system has, however, instead given rise to a great number of arbitrage opportunities of limited, if any, benefit to the markets.

Comparing the rather inflexible system of the US to that introduced by MiFID, understanding why HFT has become more popular in the US markets is far from burdensome. Art. 21.1 MiFID stipulates that “investment firms [shall] take all reasonable steps to obtain, when executing orders, the best possible result for their clients taking into account price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other consideration relevant to the execution of the order” and that they, “whenever there is a specific instruction from the client [...] [must] execute the order following [it]”. Already from that, it is possible to tell that intermediaries acting in the EU must take into account far more factors than only the price. When the implementing measure – art. 44 Commission Directive 2006/73/EC of 10 August 2006 implementing Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards organisational requirements and operating conditions for investment firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive – is read, this becomes even more evident. The relative importance of the factors listed in art. 21.1 MiFID depends on the characteristics of the client submitting the order and the content of the order itself. Consequently, proceeding in a manner that allows HFTs to engage in predatory techniques is not allowed if another reasonable option, better suited to the needs of the client, is available.

---

185 Not including exchanges.
3.4.3 Second Generation EU Measures

3.4.3.1 Structure of the Measures

In conformity with the situational analysis of the legislative landscape, forming a complete understanding of the second generation EU financial legislation requires more than a study of only a few individual rules. There are no less than four relevant first level measures, followed by even more second level measures, needing attention. As it is beyond the scope of this paper to account for all of them, some limitations and simplifications have had to be made. For that reason, this part only brings the rules either directly or, with notable force, indirectly affecting HFT into attention and, in compliance with the aforesaid order, focuses on actual functions. The result is five subsections presenting rules intended to control the use of AT strategies; rules aimed at preventing trading system errors; rules designed to increase the systemic stability by increasing market resistance; rules meant to facilitate the monitoring of both ATs and HFTs; and, lastly, rules of which the purpose is to directly affect confidence, to increase transparency or to counter the growth of dark liquidity.

3.4.3.2 Measures Affecting the Strategies Chosen for AT Systems

It is safe to say that the legislature has had as its core objective to steer HFTs away from strategies of questionable effect. The most notable examples of such trading techniques are the manipulative strategies described above. By flooding the markets with orders without having a proper intent to trade in the direction indicated thereby, HFTs have proven capable of steering price movements and to slow down competitors. As this behaviour has a very manifest adverse effect on the efficiency of markets and thus allocation, it is rather unsurprising to find that it is dealt with in several articles.\footnote{187 See section 3.3.4.}

To begin with, art. 7 MAD II and art. 15 MAR forbids any form of market manipulation, which, by art. 5 MAD II and art. 12.1 a and b MAR, is defined as a behaviour likely to produce misleading signals “as to the supply of, demand for, or price of, a financial instrument” or to “secure [...] the price of one or several financial instruments [...] at an abnormal or artificial level”, “unless the person [...] engaging in [such a] [...] behaviour establishes that [...] [it has] been carried out for legitimate reasons, and [conforms] with an accepted market practice”. In addition to that, art. 12.2
MAR adds “any other form of deception or contrivance”. Already from the cited rules, it is possible to deduce how some manipulative strategies employed by HFTs are to be prohibited. Such a broad approach, corresponding with the former order, has however not been considered sufficient, as it has proven incapable of fully hindering the use of some manipulative strategies. To avoid leaving any form of gaps, the legislature has made sure to include far more manifest examples in MAD II than those offered by its predecessor.

Reading art. 12.2 c MAR, it is easy to tell which techniques are in focus. According to said rule, “the placing[,] [...] cancellation or modification [of orders], by any available means of trading, including [...] electronic [...]”, such as algorithmic and high-frequency trading strategies, [...] which has one of the effects referred to in paragraph 1(a) or (b), by [...] disrupting or delaying the functioning of the trading system of the trading venue or being likely to do so; [...] [by] making it more difficult for other persons to identify genuine orders on the trading system of the trading venue or being likely to do so, including by entering orders which result in the overloading or destabilisation of the order book; or [...] [by] creating or being likely to create a false or misleading signal about the supply of, or demand for, or price of, a financial instrument, in particular by entering orders to initiate or exacerbate a trend” fulfils the requirements for market manipulation. Foretelling which exemptions might be made under the accepted market practices regime, mentioned above and found in art. 13 MAR, is at current difficult, due to there, seemingly, being an absolute absence of such proposals.\footnote{See recital 38 MAR; European Commission, \textit{COMMISSION STAFF WORKING PAPER IMPACT ASSESSMENT Accompanying the document Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on insider dealing market manipulation (market abuse) and the Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on criminal sanctions for insider dealing and market manipulation} (2011), p. 109 f., <http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52011SC1217&from=EN>, accessed December 12, 2016.\footnote{A search for “accepted market practices” generates no hits in the ESMA database. See European Securities and Markets Authority, \textit{ESMA Library}, <https://www.esma.europa.eu/databases-library/esma-library/%2522accepted%2520market%2520practices%2522>, accessed December 11, 2016.}
Continuing on the path of interference, art. 17.3 MiFID II requires ATs **pursuing a market making strategy**[^190] to carry it out continuously, except under exceptional circumstances; to **enter into written agreements with the trading venue in which they are active**; and to have in place systems and controls ensuring that they fulfil their obligations. Even though the rule does not forbid any strategies, it does indeed influence the choices made by ATs, of all kinds. The requirements to supply liquidity on a continuous basis and to enter into agreements, add more factors for traders to consider in their analyses of available options. ATs are, however, not the only ones affected. Art. 48 MiFID II provides a matching set of rules applicable to trading venues, forcing them to “have in place [...] written agreements with all investment firms pursuing a market making strategy” and “schemes to ensure that a sufficient number of investment firms participate in such agreements which require them to post firm quotes at competitive prices with the result of providing liquidity to the [markets] on a regular and predictable basis”.[^191] ATs will thus be subject to pressure, coming from two directions. To impel them to act as intended, instead of changing to some less desirable strategies in the face of unwanted coercion, venues are allowed to offer incentives, awarded at equal terms, *provided that they do not contribute to disorderly trading*.[^192] Moreover, the exemption for exceptional circumstances, allowing market makers to halt trading in times of extreme volatility; “disorderly trading conditions where the maintenance of fair, orderly and transparent execution of trades is compromised”; or when an inability “to maintain prudent risk management practices” arises, is meant to counter some of the worst risks otherwise associated with a continuous supply of liquidity.^[193]

A final set of rules, closer linked to the choice of strategy than the general pursuit of stability, can be found in art. 48.9 and 49 MiFID II. Art. 48.9 regulates the charges imposed on traders. It forces venues only to use *fee structures* which “do not create incentives to place, modify or cancel

[^190]: Defined as the “posting [of] firm, simultaneous two-way quotes of comparable size and at competitive prices relating to one or more financial instruments on a single trading venue or across different trading venues, with the result of providing liquidity on a regular and frequent basis to the overall market[, when dealing on own account]” in art. 17.4 MiFID II.

[^191]: See art. 5 COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) .../... of 13.6.2016 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on markets in financial instruments with regard to regulatory technical standards specifying the requirements on market making agreements and schemes [2016] (hereinafter referred to as “Regulation C(2016) 3523 final”); art. 18.5 MiFID II, as regards MTFs and OTFs.

[^192]: See art. 48.3 and 48.9 MiFID II; art. 7 Regulation C(2016) 3523 final.

[^193]: See art. 3 Regulation C(2016) 3523 final.
orders or to execute transactions in a way which contributes to disorderly trading conditions or market abuse”. In a likeminded spirit, art. 49 requests of venues the use of certain minimum *tick sizes* – minimum values of change in price – whereby it is assumed that the frequency of orders and the short time volatility shall decrease. In sum, the legislature has consequently sought to discourage strategies which create disorderly market conditions, while increasing the relative appeal of others.

### 3.4.3.3 Measures Preventing Trading System Errors

In a reality where the flawless materialisation of intentions is still a matter for fables, minimising the effects of dysfunctional trading systems is obligatory – if not else, then at least to ensure an effective implementation of the rules intended to minimize the use of certain strategies. MiFID II contains several provisions aimed at *counteracting erroneous outputs* from trading systems; the perhaps most fundamental one being art. 16.2, calling on investment firms to ensure their general compliance with the directive. Following its lead, art. 16.4 demands continuity and regularity in performance, while art. 16.5 requires an effective risk management. All investment firms must therefore ensure that their trading practices are reasonably free of faults, by incorporating functions minimising the risk of inaccuracies.

Owing to the perceived complexity of AT, in all its forms, the EU legislature has not contented itself with only creating technology neutral rules, equally applicable to all investment firms. On the contrary, it has produced a number of more specific ones, exclusive for ATs. Amongst those, art. 17.1 MiFID II offers most detail. It forces “investment [firms] that [engage] in algorithmic trading [to] have in place effective systems and risk controls suitable to the business [they operate] to ensure that [their] trading systems are resilient and have sufficient capacity, are subject to appropriate trading thresholds and limits and prevent the sending of erroneous orders or the systems otherwise functioning in a way that may create or contribute to a disorderly market”.

---


195 For more detailed rules, see art. 21-23 COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) …/… of 25.4.2016 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards organizational requirements and operating conditions for investment firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive [2016].
These requirements are then, by art. 17.5, extended also to machines run by others using the infrastructure of a registered investment firm, which is a member of an exchange, to gain direct electronic access (commonly referred to as “DEA”)\textsuperscript{196} to the latter without being members themselves. ATs must consequently embed their systems in an outer layer of fail safes, increasing the likelihood of them and others using their passage abiding by the rules. In addition, such firms shall, according to the same article, employ, for one thing, “effective systems and risk controls to ensure the trading systems cannot be used for any purpose that is contrary to [MAR] or to the rules of a trading venue to which [they are] connected”; and, for another, “[fully tested,] effective[,] business continuity arrangements to deal with any failure of [the] trading systems”. To make possible the pre-implementation tests envisioned, art. 48.6 MiFID II imposes an obligation on venues to provide algorithmic traders with an opportunity to test their machines in a controlled environment, before letting them off the leash. The legislature has thus gone to some lengths in its efforts to prevent ATs from causing distress in the markets, by adopting measures forcing all parties involved to control their risks at all stages.

\textbf{3.4.3.4 Measures Increasing the Resistance of Markets and Related Entities}

Regardless of how hard the legislature and the market participants try to counteract chaos on their own, they are not very likely to be fully successful. It has for that reason been necessary to include venues and other entities – principally clearing agencies\textsuperscript{197} – in the collected efforts to bring stability. Art. 18, 19, 47 and 48 MiFID II makes this abundantly clear by forcing market operators to instate arrangements capable of dealing with and, to some degree, predicting risks of disruptions. More specifically, markets must function continually and uphold orderly trading conditions even in times of extreme market stress. To manage this, market operators shall, by order of art 48.4 and 48.5 MiFID II, “have in place effective systems, procedures and arrangements to reject orders that exceed pre-determined volume and price thresholds or are clearly erroneous” and “be able to temporarily halt or constrain trading[, using circuit breakers,] if there is a significant price movement in a financial instrument in that market or a related market during a short period and, in exceptional cases, [...] be able to cancel, vary or correct any transaction”. Venues must thus do

\textsuperscript{196} For a definition of DEA, see art. 4.41 MiFID II.

\textsuperscript{197} Entities “[reconciling] the reports of all brokers involved [in a trade] to make sure that all parties are in agreement as to the price and the number of shares traded”. See Levinson (n. 1), p. 165.
their best to prevent disturbances from ever occurring and, if that was to fail, at least limit the damage caused.

3.4.3.5 Measures Facilitating Supervision, Evaluation and the Imposition of Sanctions

Conforming to the general judicial pattern of orders, supervisory measures and sanctions, the legislation to be presented supplements the abovementioned rules – aimed at controlling the choices of participants – with others ensuring their effectiveness. By command of art. 5 MiFID II, all persons “[providing] [...] investment services and/or [performing] [...] investment activities as a regular occupation or business on a professional basis” must *apply for authorisation* with the competent authorities.198 This does, with few exceptions, include HFTs, who, unlike before, are no longer exempted from the authorisation requirement if they engage in proprietary trading. Instead, art. 2 MiFID II exempts them from most exemptions, making HFT closer scrutinised than most other trading methods.

The intention to closely survey the wider group of ATs has also resulted in an obligation, found in art. 17.2 MiFID II, applicable to investment firms, who must *notify the competent authorities* “of [their] home Member [States] and of the trading [venues] at which [they] engages in algorithmic trading as [...] [members] or [participants]” of their doings. By virtue of said responsibility, the authorities will, in theory, always be informed of any ongoing AT. The legislature has, however, not stopped at raising awareness. In addition to the rules demanding notification, there are some forcing investment firms to *describe their algorithmic strategies and record all their trading activity*, accompanied by yet more stipulations, imposing supplementing obligations on venues.

Art. 17.2 MiFID II, first, compels ATs to “provide, on a regular or ad-hoc basis, a description of the nature of [their] algorithmic trading strategies, details of the trading parameters or limits to which the [systems are] subject, the key compliance and risk controls that [they have] in place to ensure the conditions laid down in paragraph 1[, accounted for in section 3.4.3.3,] are satisfied and details of the testing of [their] systems”; and, second, along with art. 16.6 and 16.7, requires that they keep records “in relation to the matters referred to in [that] paragraph” – including their strategies – and all their trading activities. The corresponding duties of venues, expressed in art. 26 and 27 MiFIR, do not comprise the recording of all trading activity. Instead, venues shall document orders, including cancellations, and transactions, using a technique that specifically distinguishes the messages sent by ATs from any other. To facilitate the study of the intended activity

198 Cf. art. 4.26 and 67 MiFID II.
– for the purpose of data collection and to ease the monitoring detailed below – art. 48.10 MiFID II instructs markets to make possible “by means of flagging from members or participants, [the identification of] orders generated by algorithmic trading, the different algorithms used for the creation of orders and the relevant persons initiating those orders”.

Since it clearly is not enough merely to make the dealings of ATs known and to ensure there are records of their activity, both the venues and the competent authorities are obliged, by art. 22, 31, 48.3 and 54 MiFID II, to monitor AT activity. While the duty of venues is an extension of their general obligation to prevent disorderly market conditions, accounted for in the previous section, that of the authorities is, partly, a corollary of their task to authorise participants and review that authorisation, partly a prerequisite to their other mission of imposing sanctions. To promote a smooth interplay between the two groups of entities, art. 31 and 54 MiFID II and art. 16 MAR calls for venues to inform the authorities of any potential infringements.\textsuperscript{199} If the authorities were to find that any of the many rules listed in art. 70 MiFID II, including those described above, have been breached, at least administrative sanctions must follow, whereas a breach of art. 3-6 MAD II – prohibiting insider dealing; unlawful disclosure of inside information; market manipulation, or the inciting; aiding and abetting; and attempting of either – according to art. 7-9 MAD II shall result in proportionate criminal sanctions, imposed on those responsible, including legal persons. Moreover, said parties could, according to art. 8, 22, 44 and 71 MiFID II, risk having their authorisations withdrawn, forcing them to end their practice. The means of control, with which the competent authorities are assigned, ought therefore not to be considered toothless. Nonetheless, art. 90 MiFID II – updated by art. 1.6 Directive (EU) 2016/1034 of the European Parliament and of the Council\textsuperscript{200} – and art. 52 MiFIR – revised by art. 1.12 Regulation (EU) 2016/1033 of the European Parliament and of the Council\textsuperscript{201} – instructs the commission to report on the effects of the second

\textsuperscript{199} The authorities may, of course, notice the irregularities on their own as they are entitled to access the data needed without there being any suspicions. See art. 69 MiFID II.


generation legislation on AT and HFT by 3 March 2020, while art. 38 MAR imposes a corresponding duty to be performed by 3 July 2019.

3.4.3.6 Measures Increasing Confidence and Controlling Dark Trading

Beyond the rather wide spectrum of rules already dealt with, there are some having a more distant or diffuse, yet important, relation to HFT. The rules referred to are either aimed at enhancing the confidence of other participants; at preventing the same group from giving HFTs certain potentially harmful incentives; or at minimising some specific external effects of HFT, which makes their impact on automated trading only indirect. What separates these provisions from the abovementioned ones is, however, not the purposes they fulfil, but those they do not. Most other provisions of relevance do, as will be elaborated further in the analysis, also affect the confidence of investors, the structure of incentives and the magnitude of other effects, wherefore neither of those characteristics are unique.

With regard to confidence, the most prominent rule, not yet mentioned, having a notable impact on the extent of HFT, is art. 48.8 MiFID II, calling for transparent, fair and non-discriminatory conditions for co-location. When venues offer to house the systems of ATs within their perimeters, they must thus do so on terms made public. Explicitly intended to bring transparency are also the rules dealing with trading in dark pools and other unlit environments. Laid down in art. 3-11 MiFIR, they introduce limitations to the total volume of equity instruments traded in venues where orders are not made public prior to being executed and where prices are either derived from the price levels on other markets or determined according to some specific negotiation scheme. Such transactions may not, in any single venue, exceed four percent of the total trading volume in all venues, in a specific instrument, during the past twelve months, or, in all unlit markets together, exceed eight percent of the same number. Particularly large orders are, however, still not subject to such restrictions and may even result in deferred post-trade transaction reports, wherefore the protection from predators has not vanished completely.

A final rule, briefly examined when the first generation legislation was accounted for, is the “[obligation] to execute orders on [the] terms most favourable to the client”, otherwise known as best execution. Compared to its predecessor, the rule – art. 27 MiFID II – is rather recognisable. Investment firms shall still “take all sufficient steps to obtain, when executing orders, the best possible result for their clients taking into account price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other consideration relevant to the execution of the order” and let the total definitive result be decisive, rather than some single factor, thereby further limiting the
incentives for HFTs to engage in predatory techniques. An investment firm executing an order sent by a client – as an intermediary – consequently may not choose an option of greater benefit to itself than some other if the latter is favourable to the client, which sums up the total ambition of the relevant second generation EU legislation fairly well; it seeks to prevent HFTs from enriching themselves at the expense of slower traders.\footnote{It is thus especially important to ensure that no conflicts of interest exist. See art. 27.2 MiFID II with references.}

### 3.4.4 Second Generation US Measures

#### 3.4.4.1 Structure of the Measures

In line with what should be expected, the US legislation is in its actual substance strikingly similar to its EU counterpart. There are some rules having an impact on the strategic choices of traders, some requiring them to have in place risk controls ensuring that no deviations from the intended order occur, some imposing corresponding obligation on markets, some intended to facilitate monitoring and sanctioning and a few more having an effect mainly on confidence. A notable difference is, however, the greater fragmentation of US measures, caused by the division of law-making powers and responsibilities mainly between the SEC and the CFTC.\footnote{The SEC oversees the trading in securities and thus enacts rules relating to such instruments, while the CFTC manages the trade in futures and therefore regulates that area. See section 3.1.5.1.} As this does not have that great of an impact on the rules themselves, other than affecting their scope, simply copying the outline and delimitations used in the section on EU legislation should be appropriate, since it brings uniformity.

#### 3.4.4.2 Measures Affecting the Strategies Chosen for AT Systems

To try directing HFTs away from manipulative strategies the SEC has made use of the existing market abuse regulation – chiefly 15 U.S.C § 78i and 78j – to impose penalties on firms found to have engaged in different sorts of abusive activities. Through said practice, it has affirmed that the sending of orders, either not meant to go through or not representing an honest will to trade, to exchanges, with the purpose of causing artificial price movements, is illegal.\footnote{See Congressional Research Service (n. 20), p. 11 and 12.} Seeking to achieve an equivalent level of lucidity, the CFTC adopted the Interpretative Guidance and Policy State-
ment on Disruptive Practices, with regards to 7 U.S.C § 6c(a)(5), listed in section 3.4.1 above. Beyond explaining that intentionally reckless behaviour affecting the closing period; and the emittance of bids and offers either lower or higher than the best quotes available, is illegal, it also provides an important definition of spoofing. Said strategy is held to encompass the “submitting or cancelling [of] bids or offers to overload the quotation system of a registered entity, [...] [the] submitting or cancelling [of] bids or offers to delay another person’s execution of trades, [...] [the] submitting or cancelling [of] multiple bids or offers to create an appearance of false market depth, and [...] [the] submitting or canceling [sic!] [of] bids or offers with intent to create artificial price movements upwards or downwards”. It is therefore fair to say that the existing legislation on disruptive activity, both in securities and futures markets, prohibits the use of certain manipulative strategies.

A matter not handled in as similar of a manner within the US and the EU is the quest for a stable provision of liquidity. In difference to the EU legislature, the US has chosen not to explicitly force ATs using market making strategies to enter into agreements with the exchanges. Instead, they seem to rely on more general provisions. In the matter of securities markets 17 CFR § 242.1001 and 1004 requests that market operators and clearing providers, employ arrangements ensuring that trade is conducted in an orderly manner, deliberated further below; and, as regards futures markets, a requirement – found in the proposed 17 CFR § 40.28 – that incentive schemes for market makers do not reward abusive trading. The US markets are consequently given far more wiggle room than their EU peers in determining how best to uphold an orderly trading environment.

Another area where the US has chosen a different path than the EU is that of incentives to trade. While the EU has chosen to require a certain configuration of fee structures and to demand a specific minimum tick size, the US has still to change the order introduced by Regulation NMS. 17 CFR 242.610(c) still prohibits the imposition of fees exceeding $0,003 per share for security quotations the prices of which are $1.00 or more and fees exceeding 0.3 percent of quotations priced below $1.00; while 17 CFR 242.612 still requests that bids, offers, orders or indications of interest “priced in an increment smaller than $0.01” for securities “priced equal to or

greater than $1.00 per share” and bids, offers, orders or indications of interest “priced in an increment smaller than $0.0001” for securities “priced less than $1.00 per share” are not “[displayed], [ranked], or [accepted] by exchanges. However, the SEC has initiated what it calls a Tick Size Pilot Program, intended to investigate the effects of varying tick sizes. As the experiment has only been in action since October 3, 2016, its effects still remain unclear.\footnote{See U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, \textit{Investor Alert: Tick Size Pilot Program – What Investors Need to Know} (2016), <https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor-alerts-bulletins/ia_ticksize.html>, accessed November 23, 2016.}

In their entirety, the efforts of the US to induce HFTs to pursue passive strategies have thus been less intrusive than those of the EU.

3.4.4.3 Measures Preventing Trading System Errors

Far more extensive than the measures expected to minimize the use of undesirable strategies is the collection of rules aimed at preventing trading system errors. 17 CFR § 240.15c3-5, adopted shortly after the 2010 flash crash, requires that traders being members of exchanges, and thus having direct access thereto, implement financial and regulatory risk management controls preventing the emittance of orders, both from their own systems and from the machines of others offered DEA, surpassing pre-set thresholds or being contrary to regulatory requirements. To ensure that such controls are functional, the members employing them must survey their performance and take any corrective measures necessary. As it might, supposedly, be difficult to fully translate the requirements into whatever tongue ATs use, FINRA has “spoiled” them with an interpretative guidance and policy statement on control practices for automated trading systems.\footnote{See Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, \textit{Regulatory Notice 15-09, Equity Trading Initiatives and Control Practices for Algorithmic Trading Strategies} (2015), <http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/notice_doc_file_ref/Notice_Regulatory_15-09.pdf>, accessed November 23, 2016.}

It divides the arrangements to be made into five subcategories, namely “General Risk Assessment and Response”, “Software/Code Development and Implementation”, “Software Testing and System Validation”, “Trading Systems” and “Compliance”, which, collectively, recommend ATs to ensure that every stage of the process from development to post-trade review is subject to sufficient controls.\footnote{See Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, n. 207, p. 5-7.} It is, for instance, requested that ATs test their code before putting it to use and that they can easily disable their whole systems when called for.

\footnote{208 See Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, n. 207, p. 5-7.}
Risk controls for ATs are also present in Regulation AT. The proposed 17 CFR § 1.80 requires “AT Persons to implement pre-trade risk controls, order cancellation systems, and other measures reasonably designed to prevent [disruptive trading and compliance issues]”. According to the same proposal, “[such] controls include, but are not limited to, maximum AT Order Message frequency and maximum execution frequency per unit time; order price parameters and maximum order size limits; order cancellation and Algorithmic Trading disconnect systems; and connectivity monitoring systems for AT Persons with DEA”. In short, ATs active in futures markets must consequently, like those trading in securities, make sure that their systems do not contribute to turmoil and be able to shut them down if they were to prove unstable. Said order is, in relevant parts, more or less identical to the EU equivalent, which also demands thorough checks of regulatory compliance, yet does not dictate a certain system design.

3.4.4.4 Measures Increasing the Resistance of Markets and Related Entities

Staying loyal to the trend of regulatory similarities, the SEC has adopted and the CFTC has proposed rules on market capacity and risk controls. What they all share is an aim to accomplish market stability, manifested especially by resilience. To that end, 17 CFR § 242.1001(a)(1) states that organised securities markets and ATs alike “shall establish, maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to ensure that [their functionality supporting systems] and, for purposes of security standards, indirect [functionality supporting systems], have levels of capacity, integrity, resiliency, availability, and security, adequate to maintain the [...] [entities’] operational [capabilities] and promote the maintenance of fair and orderly markets”. The proposed 17 CFR § 40.20, building on the existing § 38.255 and the proposed § 1.80, likewise demands that operators of futures markets establish pre-trade risk controls dealing with the threat of disturbances, caused mainly by ATs, and the increased system loads in general. Since it would not be enough only to involve market operators in the efforts to bring stability, those offering clearing services are, by 17 CFR § 242.1000-1004 and § 39.14, also required to implement risk management controls.

In both cases, the listed provisions are either followed by – as with the proposed 17 CFR § 40.21-22 – or containing more detailed stipulations – like § 242.1000-1004 – forcing operators to...
test, monitor and review the functionality of their arrangements and to provide ATs with facilities for the controlled testing of algorithms. Moreover, under extreme circumstances, it shall be possible to disengage traders contributing to disorderly conditions, to cancel erroneous orders and to take corrective action. All in all, the US measures seem to cover all parts of market operations in all relevant markets, including dark pools qualified as ATSs of a certain size,\(^\text{212}\) making them comparable to the EU legislation in scope.

### 3.4.4.5 Measures Facilitating Supervision, Evaluation and the Imposition of Sanctions

Equally detailed as the rules on market resistance are the provisions meant to promote actual compliance. As such, they force certain persons to register with the authorities, to keep records of trading activity and to compose reports on compliance, all of which is intended to facilitate supervision. Summarily, the *obligations to register* bring those formerly flying below the radar into scrutiny. Since a great part of all participants in both securities and futures markets are already registered with the authorities, not all ATs are affected by the regulatory changes.\(^\text{213}\) Instead, either those “primarily responsible for the design, development or significant modification of an algorithmic trading strategy relating to equity, preferred or convertible debt securities[,] or [...] responsible for the day-to-day supervision or direction of such activities”, who are now required to qualify for registration with FINRA; and those combining DEA with AT to participate in the trade in futures markets, who are proposed to be forced to register with the CFTC and to become members of a registered futures association,\(^\text{214}\) will see changes by virtue of the upcoming NASD Rule 1032(f)\(^\text{215}\) and the proposed 17 CFR § 1.3 respectively.

As the registration of ATs would not be very valuable if there was no activity to monitor, ATs and market operators share responsibilities to *keep records of their trading activity and arrangements to*

---

\(^\text{212}\) Cf. 17 CFR § 242.300 and § 242.1000, requiring ATSs to reach certain volumes to fall within the scope of Regulation SCI.


ensure regulatory compliance. For ATs the newly adopted rules primarily cover risk controls and source codes. 17 CFR § 240.15c3-5(b) stipulates that a “broker or dealer [trading in securities] shall preserve a copy of its supervisory procedures and a written description of its risk management controls as part of its books and records”, which is, by the proposed 17 CFR § 1.83 and § 40.22, also required of those trading in futures, who are, in addition, by 17 CFR § 1.84, proposed to be obligated to store source code used by their machines. When it comes to markets no matching rules exists in the proposed Regulation AT, while 17 § CFR § 242.1005 forces securities markets to keep records of their procedures to mitigate risks. Regardless of this variance, markets of both types should be forced to keep records, as the very broad 17 CFR § 38.950, already in force, tells that all activity in, and of, futures markets shall be saved for five years. Less alike are, however, the measures related to the recording of trading activity. 17 CFR § 242.613 instructs the securities markets and FINRA to jointly develop “a national market system plan to govern the creation, implementation, and maintenance of a consolidated audit trail and central repository” for the storage of “accurate, time-sequenced record of orders beginning with the receipt or origination of an order by a member of a national securities exchange or national securities association, and further documenting the life of the order through the process of routing, modification, cancellation, and execution (in whole or in part) of the order”. The system shall, by giving all members of exchanges separate identifiers and demanding that they, as well as the exchanges themselves, synchronise their clocks, simplify the monitoring of trading activity. A similar rule for futures markets has yet to be proposed.216

Supplementing the recordkeeping obligations of securities markets, 17 CFR § 242.1002 instructs them to notify the SEC of system disruptions, compliance issues and intrusions, thereby drawing issues potentially related to AT in general, and HFT in particular, into the attention of the authority. If it were to find that closer scrutiny is needed, more intel could be gathered by the issuance of a subpoena. In a corresponding process in the futures markets, the proposed 17 CFR § 1.84(b) would allow the CFTC to gain access to code repositories by a special call, presumably less stringent than the process of asking for a subpoena.217


217 See U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (n. 7), p. 47-60. See also the proposed 17 CFR § 40.26, regarding requests, by the CFTC, for information and data on participation in market making schemes.
Lastly, market participants who do not adhere to the rules applicable to them may both face sanctions and lose their registration. This is, however, nothing new, as the rules are the same for regular traders, albeit referring to other obligations. Like earlier, it can thus be concluded that the US rules are rather alike those of the EU. Most ATs shall be registered and keep records, whereas the markets are obligated to record trading activity, maintain own records of risk controls and monitor trading activity. Likewise, there are means to get access to the source codes used by traders.

3.4.4.6 Measures Increasing Transparency

Left over after the hitherto conducted examination are a few rules meant to bring transparency, and thus confidence. As regards securities markets, primarily 17 CFR § 242.1002(c) is of interest. It states that information about system disruptions, compliance issues and intrusions shall be disseminated to those affected thereby – including all participants if the incident has affected critical functions of the market systems. Anyone participating in the trade in securities may therefore gather data on incidents affecting it, allowing an evaluation of the exchange traded in to be performed.

Correspondingly sparse are the rules demanding transparency for futures markets included in Regulation AT. The proposed 17 CFR § 38.401(a)(1), for instance, requires markets to make available information on the specifications of their electronic trading systems, “including but not limited to those pertaining to the operation of its electronic matching platform that materially affect the time, priority, price, or quantity of execution, or the ability to cancel, modify, or limit display of market participant orders”.

In addition, the proposed 17 CFR § 40.25 stipulates that a market publicly submitting a rule, detailing a market making scheme, to the CFTC, shall, amongst other things, describe the purpose of the scheme, the eligibility criteria, the benefits offered and the measures for participants to meet. Markets shall consequently provide participants with data, related to HFT, deemed necessary in the choice of venue.

219 See also 17 CFR § 242.1000, providing definitions of “SCI events”.
4 Analysis

4.1 Structural Clarifications – Where Previous Parts Fit in the Analysis

Repeating again what has been stated several times before, the purpose of this thesis is to examine the potential effects of the newly adopted and upcoming EU and US measures adopted and proposed in response to the proliferation of HFT. After an extensive account of the objectives assigned to the markets, the effects of HFT and the content of the relevant financial markets law, it is possible to proceed with such an undertaking. To avoid leading off from a state of confusion, an explanation, adding to that presented in the section on methodology, of how the previous parts connect to the analysis and how it is structured, ought first to be presented.

Since it is not possible to deliver any final judgements on overall suitability before the specific effects and their implications are known, the analysis has had to be split into three main parts. The first examines the potential effects and suitability of the specific measures dealing with HFT in terms of metrics and related concepts. It thus indicates how market efficiency is affected, primarily according to the rules laid down in section 3.2, on market quality metrics. Seeking to make the proposed effects more comprehensible, the second part then investigates what implications they may, cumulatively, have on the specific functions of the markets, for individual participants. To achieve its aim, the section summarily compares the total findings of the first part with those of section 3.1.7.3, on the different types of markets and instruments. Concluding the analysis, the third part then applies the findings of sections 3.1.4, 3.1.6, 3.1.7.1 and 3.1.7.2, regarding more general market objectives, on the conclusions of the first two parts of the analysis, trying to determine if the measures adopted, can, in their entirety, be expected to live up to the objectives explicitly and implicitly set by the legislatures. As there are not that many material difference between the two jurisdictions, there will not be that many opportunities to conduct comparisons. In order not to let this affect the quality of the thesis, suggestions of better solutions will instead be made when available.
4.2 The Effects and Suitability of Specific Legal Measures

4.2.1 Some Fundamental Assumptions

Throughout the analysis, those participating in the trade in financial markets are presumed to act in what they assume is their best interest. For the better part of the particular community, this translates into maximal economic growth, within some specific timeframe.\(^{221}\) As the purpose of this thesis is not to give a perfectly accurate picture of the interests of every single participant, the intention shared by most is presumed to be the prevailing and others are not investigated further.\(^{222}\) This, naturally, renders the conclusions drawn a tad bit imprecise in some cases, but should, on the whole, not cause any material flaws. Those moving the largest sums of capital have, most often, acquired them intentionally and do, after all, have the greatest powers to influence the functionality of the exchanges – which are nothing else than networks allowing valuables to change hands.

4.2.2 Defining the Suitable Order

Going on a normative rant would not be possible without some sort of basis for assessment. As should by now be known, the financial markets form a hub of sorts, meant to enable an effective allocation of resources, leading to an optimal use thereof and, ultimately, economic growth also on a societal level.\(^{223}\) More precisely, the markets serve investors, seeking to exchange funds at one point in time for funds and interest at another; and borrowers, both sharing the intention of investors and, in relation to them, having the inverse interest. In other words, investors supply borrowers with funds expecting a return on investment (commonly referred to as “ROI”) greater than that offered by alternative opportunities of investment and borrowers seek funds expecting an investment opportunity to produce a return greater than the interest paid to the investor/lender, which should be lower than that requested by others.\(^{224}\)

What markets can do to promote an optimal allocation of resources has also been discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Recounting what was then said, the foremost responsibility of marketplaces,

\(^{221}\) Cf. section 3.1.7.

\(^{222}\) Note that this is not the same as saying that they will succeed in their quests or, for that matter, be better of making the decisions they make. Cf. Frank, *Microeconomics and Behavior* (8 ed., McGraw-Hill/Irwin 2010), p. 55-94 and 237-262.

\(^{223}\) See section 3.1.7.

of all types, is to **ensure that total transaction costs are kept to a minimum.** Information should be easily accessible and correct, while the execution of orders needs to be predictable and inexpensive.

Combining the assumed characteristics of market participants with the suitable market order, a pattern of regulatory and systemic simplicity thus appears. The legislature should only intervene if the main market efficiency metrics – liquidity, volatility and confidence – are not at optimal levels due to being negatively affected by some phenomenon. So long as that is not the case, legislative continence is advised – especially considering the costs intimately linked to compliance with extensive regulatory requirements.  

### 4.2.3 Potential Effects of the Measures Meant to Control the Conduct of HFTs

#### 4.2.3.1 Prohibitions Against Market Abuse

Any effort to prevent abusive market behaviour might seem like a noble commitment. Very few participants ought to have any form of interest in being subject to abuse and those engaging in it, logically, should not be worth protecting. In actual fact, the effects of any provision are, however, not primarily dependent on the adjectives used to describe the behaviour controlled. Assuming that the prohibition of strategies dubbed abusive should, automatically, lead to a decreased volatility, or a change in whatever other metric is used, would therefore only reflect an incorrect procedure.

As regards the EU and the US measures prohibiting market abuse, the common denominator, when speaking of HFT, appears to be an interest in preventing the use of orders not meant to go through, creating a misleading picture of supply and demand and falsely affecting price levels, or delaying trading by overloading market systems. At the surface this might seem like a well-thought-out idea, in view of it **prohibiting several manipulative strategies** found to increase volatility, to decrease liquidity and to lower confidence. Digging deeper, more consequences, of a less abundant nature, do, however, emerge.

---

225 Considering the objectives of the markets, it is rather obvious that the costs and benefits must be measured in terms of allocation efficiency and that no extraneous factors may be allowed to affect the decision whether or not to regulate.
Firstly, the wording of both the EU and the US measures\textsuperscript{226} appears to prohibit quote flickering—the rapid sending, altering and retracting of orders—if it is found to disrupt or delay trading and to make the identification of genuine orders more difficult.\textsuperscript{227} This could prove troublesome as quote flickering is not only associated with manipulative trading, but also part of several highly beneficial strategies.\textsuperscript{228} Most importantly, those engaging in market making continually change their quotes to avoid becoming victims of adverse selection. If\textsuperscript{229} they were disallowed from doing so, liquidity could be presumed to fall and volatility to rise, while the reduced adverse selection costs for those involved in the process of price discovery would likely vanish, resulting in a decreased market efficiency.\textsuperscript{230}

Secondly, although somewhat extenuated above, the standalone effects of labelling some conduct abusive, should not be underestimated. When ambiguous actions, performed by profitable entities, are condemned by the legislature, those lacking insight often presume the worst. Thus, even if the more beneficial forms of trading, only having some point of contact with those prohibited, were to be left materially unaffected, the wider population could, due to a lack of knowledge and a reliance on second-hand material, form negative opinions of AT not called for and, in consequence, act in a manner utterly irrational and harmful—chiefly by retracting funds from the markets to invest them elsewhere, thereby reducing liquidity. Preventing such effects from arising should be considered just as important as averting harmful actions in the first place, wherefore the choice, of both regulators, not to explicitly exclude certain beneficial strategies can be regarded as quite alarming. Nevertheless, it should be confessed that neither legislature has endless

\textsuperscript{226} Referring to art. 5 and 7 MAD II; art. 12, 13 and 15 MAR; 15 U.S.C. § 78i and 78j; the Interpretative Guidance and Policy Statement on Disruptive Practices (with regards to 7 U.S.C § 6c(a)(5)).

\textsuperscript{227} An effect highly contingent on the capacity of market systems, which is beyond control of individual traders.

\textsuperscript{228} See sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5.

\textsuperscript{229} Predicting how the rules will be interpreted is at this moment rather difficult. As noted in n. 227, whether delays will be caused by high message rates depends mainly on the capacity of order matching systems and the total system loads, which cannot be controlled by an individual participant. Furthermore, determining the actual mens rea of a computer or its owner ought to be hard.

\textsuperscript{230} Cf. section 3.3.3.1.
powers to affect the opinions of those either directly or indirectly participating in the trade. Anyone feeling threatened by a development will oppose it\textsuperscript{231}, notwithstanding its compatibility with superior legislative objectives. The only thing definitely laying within reach of the legislature is the phrasing of provisions, beyond that works like this and the reporting of tabloids should probably be considered most influential.

4.2.3.2 Market Making Agreements and Incentives

If the prohibition of abuse should be regarded as a condemnation of specific strategies, then the rules applicable to the operations of markets makers ought to be regarded as a praising. The call for agreements, specific to the EU, and the more general demand for continuity, also present in the US system, undoubtedly reflects an appreciation of the services provided by market makers.\textsuperscript{232} That should, though, as the previous section tells, not be taken as a pretext for a general favouring of ATs employing a market making strategy.

Especially within the EU, the new measures could prove more prone to discourage market making than to promote it. What calls for said conclusion is the dissuasive effect of force. Once those previously free to act as they choose are forced to enter into agreements, they have to account for an additional risk, linked to the obligation to provide liquidity under conditions potentially not ideal. Unless the incentives offered outweigh the value of this uncertainty, the regulatory change would only make the strategy less attractive. Considering also the requirement that liquidity be provided on a continuous basis, albeit not in times of utter chaos, and the prohibition of particularly beneficial contracts, there is an obvious danger of a reduction of market makers and thus liquidity, if HFTs switch to less advantageous tactics, generating larger profits, while not being equally favourable, if not destructive, to others.\textsuperscript{233}

No matter how bad the effects of force may be, relentlessly spewing hostility on the adopted and proposed solutions would not be entirely fair. Aside from the possibility that HFTs currently

\textsuperscript{231}In the specific case it must be mentioned that many of those complaining are not harmed by a process countering overall market efficiency, but rather made subject to competition previously absent. In that capacity, they often provide services less efficient than those offered by ATs, wherefore their complaints need to be taken with reservation.

\textsuperscript{232}See art. 17.3 and 48 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 242.1001 and 1004; proposed 17 CFR § 40.28.

making the markets were to find the incentives provided sufficiently valuable to continue providing liquidity on terms decided by contract, the actual substance of the demands imposed is worthy of closer scrutiny.234

To begin with, it is hard to see how anything negative would follow from the general obligations to maintain incentives promoting orderly conditions, present in both jurisdictions. Unless the rules are misinterpreted, they should not contribute to anything else than an increased market efficiency, as that is exactly what they call for. Additionally, the decision to address the formation of incentives, rather than trying to create more specific rules commanding a predetermined mode of implementation, could prove very clever indeed. By avoiding to interfere with the means of reaching market efficiency, in detail, the regulations allow for diverging tactics and, thus, progress through competition. Had it been different, such opportunities would be absent and the varying degrees of force faced by market making ATs would have been far greater.235

In sum, the effects of the measures therefore depend on the incentives in fact provided, the exact definition of “exceptional circumstances” and the available alternatives, in terms of strategies. Seeing that some tactics formerly used are already forbidden, with more prohibitions to come, it is far from unreasonable to expect some expansion of market making, so long as the terms set for it are reasonable and provided that quote flickering remains both legal and cost-efficient. Nevertheless, drawing any sort of definitive conclusions is, at this stage, not possible. It can be concluded that the EU markets would probably be better off without an element of force, which only creates reluctance towards the liquidity-providing strategy, but the whole truth cannot be uncovered until more time has passed.

4.2.3.3 Fee Structures Promoting Tranquility

Taking into consideration the assumed consequences of the rules on abuse and market making, it should not be all that hard to understand what may follow from the provisions on fee structures, 234 Regardless of the lack of force in the US, it should be noted that many US HFTs active in securities markets have, voluntarily, entered into agreements to act as designated market makers – indicating that the interest in providing liquidity has not been affected to any material extent. Cf. Massa, High-Speed Firms Now Oversee Almost All Stocks at NYSE Floor (Bloomberg 2016), <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-26/high-speed-firms-now-oversee-almost-all-stocks-at-nyse-floor>, accessed December 14, 2016. 235 Cf. what is said about competition in section 3.3.5.4.
coming to the EU. If the fees levied for certain forms of interaction, like cancellations, are raised, the strategies reliant on those will become less desired, relative to alternative ones, forcing the participants employing them either to seek other means of trade or to alter some specific parameters of the tactics used to avoid having their profitability significantly lowered. As manipulative activities are already forbidden, the obligations ought mainly to affect market makers, continually updating their quotes to reflect changes in price and thus cancelling large numbers of orders. This probably will not lead to an increase in liquidity and should not be expected to reduce volatility. Instead, increased fees for cancellations ought to amplify spreads and to decrease the depth of liquidity – all in consequence of traders trying to avoid costly adverse selection and to raise their margins to compensate for a reduction in the number of trades. Another outcome is, however, not unthinkable if the condition that only disorderly trading be prevented is interpreted according to the findings of current research. Expecting that to happen might, judging by the aforementioned provisions and some of those to come, however, be a bit farfetched. A better solution would therefore, probably, be to simply leave the fees be. Adding another layer of “protection” to that already in existence, being at risk of harming market efficiency, cannot be considered an optimal solution.

Analysing the US measures is a bit harder since there are no specific ones directly relevant to HFTs. The rules put in place by Regulation NMS only limit the upper levels of fees and therefore should not have any greater effect on markets subject to competition, unless the costs of operating an exchange were to rise steeply to levels where the fees cannot cover the expenses. Until

---

236 Referring to art. 48.9 MiFID II.
237 Cf. Frank (n. 222), p. 96-120.
238 As is noted in section 3.3.3.1.1, HFTs employing market making strategies rely on executing large numbers of trades, since the spread is kept as small as possible. That dependence on volume will only grow with time, due to competition constantly increasing.
239 Throughout the entire sum of legislation, the legislature gives the impression of wanting to prevent quote flickering and the like, regardless of it being found to have a positive net impact on market efficiency by contemporary research. It therefore seems wise to assume that the legislature, at present, holds such actions responsible for disorderly conditions. With that not said that it would be impossible to argue for another interpretation.
240 Cf. 17 CFR § 242.610(c).
then, mainly changes of the best execution policy introduced by the same regulation, discussed below,\textsuperscript{241} should help prevent harmful effects of HFT.

4.2.3.4  \textit{Tick Size Regimes}

Likely to reduce intraday message rates, and thus to make HFT less attractive, are also the EU and US measures requiring certain minimum tick sizes.\textsuperscript{242} When small-scale changes of quotes are allowed, traders may “jump the queue”\textsuperscript{243} at costs lower than those incurred when ticks are bigger. As smaller ticks also allow traders to come closer to the limits of their valuations, quotes will be changed more often than otherwise when ticks are small.\textsuperscript{244} In theory, such opportunities for optimisation should lead to a more accurate pricing and, thus, a more efficient allocation of funds. Regardless of how true that is, there are more factors to consider.

Additional orders equate additional costs, due to an increasing load on trading systems, necessitating higher computational capacities. If the marginal costs, following from investments in hardware and the like, were to exceed the marginal utility, of a more efficient allocation, further reductions of tick sizes should be avoided. In case the opposite is true, it would, however, be better to further reduce them.\textsuperscript{245} Owing to the impossibility of determining how the marginal cost and utility curves will develop in advance, both jurisdictions would be better off leaving the decisions to the exchanges, who would then have to identify the equilibrium in competition with others. Thus, it should for now be enough to note merely that tick sizes matter.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{241} See section 4.2.7.3.
\item \textsuperscript{242} See art. 49 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 242.612.
\item \textsuperscript{243} To be read as “have their orders put first in line to be executed”.
\item \textsuperscript{244} Cf. Frank (n. 222), p. 96-120.
\item \textsuperscript{245} Cf. Frank (n. 222), p. 4-15 and 83 ff.
\end{itemize}
4.2.4 Potential Effects of the Measures Intended to Minimize System Failures

4.2.4.1 General Risk Controls

Far less problematic than the provisions meant to affect the strategic choices of HFTs is the sum of rules forcing ATs to implement risk controls ensuring that their systems do not generate erroneous trades or contribute to disorderly market conditions, present in both jurisdictions.\(^{246}\) Luckily, most ATs already have such arrangements in place,\(^{247}\) as it is in the interest of no one to send erroneous orders to markets.\(^{248}\) An additional burden of compliance consequently should only arise if some definition of “orderly market conditions” effectively disallowing any activity necessary for HFT to work were to be implemented or if any implementing measures to come\(^{249}\) were to be too strictly construed, in a fashion less efficient than any potential alternative.\(^{250}\) Such a strict order could also cause other issues.

Those forced to apply the regulation might start prioritising regulatory compliance over actual system performance, potentially causing them to develop inefficient risk controls. Along similar lines, the probable inflexibility of the rules could, in itself counteract competition and inventiveness, likewise leaving those regulated and other participants worse off. Expressed in different terms, traders could falsely believe themselves to benefit from implementing only an absolute minimum of risk controls or feel hindered from improving their systems by reason of a fear of reprisals. Like the other rules adding an extra layer of protection on top of the existing incentives not to engage in market abuse, the need for the obligations could thus be questioned. Unless others, who are not to blame, are hurt by the use of insufficient risk controls, the loss of money suffered by those using incomplete AT systems would only be tantamount to a subprocess of natural selection, beneficial to overall market efficiency by weeding out irrational traders from the markets. Consequently, as the rules are currently construed, HFTs might, in the worst case scenario, develop inefficient, but legally satisfactory, risk controls and have to increase

---

\(^{246}\) See art. 16 and 17 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 240.15c3-5; 17 CFR § 1.80.


\(^{248}\) As a rather famous example of what can happen when things go wrong, the malfunction of the system once used by Knight Capital may again be mentioned. See section 3.3.6.2.2.

\(^{249}\) Cf. for example art. 17.7 MiFID II.

\(^{250}\) This is particularly true of the US rules, dictating a particular configuration of controls. See section 3.4.4.3.
their margins to cover added compliance costs, which would risk increasing volatility and lowering the tightness of liquidity; and in the best case scenario simply implement processes they would otherwise not have in place, strengthening their resistance and reducing volatility.

4.2.4.2 Business Continuity Arrangements

Differing slightly from the general rules on trading system risk controls, the provisions on business continuity arrangements, likewise present in both jurisdictions, deserve a separate exposition. 251 Since they are at risk of forcing HFTs to create schemes ensuring a continuous participation in market activities even under circumstances when that may not be of interest, they could, like forced market making agreements, give rise to competitive disadvantages, which those entities would have to compensate for elsewhere. If, however, no such mistakes in the interpretation and implementation of the rules was to be made, which is, unfortunately, rather unlikely, 252 there should not be any reason for concerns.

4.2.5 Potential Effects of the Measures Aimed at Increasing Market Resistance

4.2.5.1 Pre-Trade Risk Controls

The general obligations of markets to incorporate systems fostering stability could be expected to have effects comparable to the rather alike conditions faced by ATs. For that to be entirely true, markets would, however, have to fulfil purposes at least analogous to those of traders, who are predominantly moving capital. Since markets “only” bring together participants with inversely related interests, and thus do not take part in trading, the functions of the two types of entities are, in fact, not at all equal, wherefore the effects should instead be presumed to differ greatly. 253

Unlike individual traders, having limited powers to harm others, unless they engage in market abuse, market operators can, without effort, cause trouble for the economies of entire nations and beyond. The reason for this is, quite simply, the far grander number of counterparties with whom they interact and contract. Whereas HFTs are only in contact with other investors and, of

---

251 Referring to art. 16 and 17 MiFID II, 17 CFR § 240.15c3-5 and proposed 17 CFR § 1.80.

252 The intention evidently is to change the current order, where HFTs have the right to cancel trading at own discretion. Had it been different, no obligation would have been introduced.

253 Cf. section 3.1.7.
course, markets, market operators are involved in all trades conducted on their platforms. Moreover, markets are not nearly as interchangeable as traders. Regardless of the increasing competition and fragmentation of liquidity, it is harder to change market than to choose another buyer or seller. Many instruments are not listed on more than one exchange and even for those that are, the number of substitutes is limited. It can therefore be concluded that individual participants, and the society at large, are in a considerably greater need of stable markets than stable counterparties in transactions. A need for stable markets must, however, not be linked to a need for regulation regarding pre-trade risk controls. There are several ways to ensure stability, of which legislation demanding certain arrangements is only one.

What speaks against regulating risk controls principally is the menaces described in the previous section, being compliance costs, inflexibility and the danger of a blind faith in the competence of the legislature to foresee all needs of those controlled – all of which must be taken into consideration. In contrast to what is true of traders, there are, though, also some very notable advantages associated with forcing market operators to incorporate specific arrangements to counteract instability.

Firstly, as dysfunctional markets have more notable effects on the society at large, it is particularly important to secure public confidence in their soundness. One way of achieving this is to establish a rigid set of rules demanding that market operators minimize their exposure to risks by installing adequate system capacities, some ability to reject orders at risk of causing disorder and the provision of testing facilities. Due to a common misconception, according to which those working in finance are incapable of seeing the consequences of opportunism, such legislation should be more efficient in securing public trust than the equivalent self-regulation.

Secondly, partly as a consequence of the need for confidence, some degree of regulatory fundamentals could help promote competition, by allowing market participants to invest their time in studying more important factors than the internal control systems of market operators when

---

254 Not that the identity of the buyer or seller would be of any actual importance in the first place.

255 It should be said that most markets, like ATs, already have prudent risk controls in place, wherefore compliance costs should mainly come from compliance reviews, not from the introduction of new arrangements, unless any implementing measures to be adopted were to be worded too strictly.

256 Cf. art. 18, 19, 47 and 48 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 242.1000-1004; proposed 17 CFR § 1.80 and 40.20-22.

choosing between venues. The regulatory conditions could, however, also lead to a result far less coveted if to the rather worn out issue of defining orderly markets were to be dealt with in a sloppy fashion.

A flawed understanding of what constitutes a stable market is, also in this context, at risk of causing trouble in both jurisdictions. The rules requiring markets to establish systems rejecting orders surpassing pre-set thresholds could prove troublesome if they were tuned to hinder healthy quote flickering, or otherwise programmed to prevent traders from sending large quantities of intraday messages without devious intent. Furthermore, control measures, like circuit breakers, could cause certain instruments to be secured at unnatural price levels if they were to be set to intervene too often and thus hinder an efficient price discovery. In other words, sharp rises or declines should not, per se, be presumed to be the cause of wrongful trading in an environment where highly informed and fast HFTs figure and temporary halts will never prevent the ultimate changes in price from occurring. Systems better, for that reason, not be too firmly tuned, or else they will only make matters worse by creating bubbles.258

4.2.5.2 Post-Trade Risk Controls

Less controversial than most other measures are the post trade risk, or rather damage, controls. Obligating the institution of procedures enabling the adjustment of voidable trades is not likely to be perceived as revolutionary since such functions already exist.259 Besides, they are completely reliant on the existence of other rules, telling which trades shall be nullified, to have any function whatsoever. It is thus safe to say that the introduction of techniques to limit the extent of damage done should, on its own, only have positive effects, by limiting the impact of behaviour found harmful. In case the functions were to be used to clean up after incidents wrongly classified as destructive the opposite is, however, true. Some caution is therefore advised.

259 Cf. section 3.3.6.2.1.
4.2.6 Potential Effects of the Measures Meant to Facilitate Supervision

4.2.6.1 Authorisation and Registration of HFTs

Conditioning the participation in market activities of any trader on registration or authorisation could be presumed to massively facilitate supervision, partly by preventing unwanted traders from entering the markets before they have even had an opportunity to harm others, partly by making those registered or authorised subject to continuous reviews of compliance.\(^\text{260}\) However accurate this might be, there is, possibly, another side to the matter.

Requiring only some to register should, theoretically, give those not subject to the same scrutiny a competitive advantage – spelled lower compliance costs. Regardless of how bad this might appear at a glance, the changes brought about ought in practice to be rather insignificant. As was said in section 4.2.4, most HFTs already run risk controls, which is the perhaps most notable change following the new system. *No significant compliance costs, otherwise absent, should thus arise by virtue of the obligations to register present and suggested in both jurisdictions.* Even more vital is, though, the fact – also brought into view earlier – that the absence of such requirements constitutes something of an exception.

Within the EU, where proprietary traders currently do not need to register, HFTs, who mainly invest own funds, are not subject to controls as rigorous as those faced by others having a matching degree of influence on overall market performance. The inclusion of HFTs in the group of registered investment firms consequently makes the *conditions for competition more even*, rather than imposing an additional burden on HFTs. On top of that, the *costs for the authorities to monitor compliance should fall* when they are made aware of which participants to review more closely and which not to.\(^\text{261}\) That should, in turn, enable the authorities to lower any fees and taxes meant to cover their expenses, hopefully resulting in lower transaction costs.

Harder to justify are the US rules demanding that not only HFTs, but also those involved in the creation and maintenance of the trading systems, are authorised. Obligating the registration of

\(^{260}\) Cf. art. 5 MiFID II; NASD Rule 1032(f); 17 CFR § 1.3.

\(^{261}\) The very reason why there are at all requirements for registration and authorisation is the higher efficiency of monitoring associated with knowing which participants to observe more closely on beforehand. Those aimed at are, naturally, the participants having an influence large enough to motivate the additional burden caused – that is those having a more positive impact on overall market efficiency when registered than when not.
programmers and others involved in the operation of HFT systems would be comparable to requiring those educating traders to register. As no such obligations exist, HFTs are in fact imposed an additional burden, constituting a competitive disadvantage, for which they will have to compensate. This could be acceptable if the overall efficiency of allocation was improved by the authorisation. As the requirements faced by HFTs still force them to prevent any system flaws, it is hard to see how additional obligations would be of any use. The legislature would consequently be better off not intervening in the choices of programmers.

4.2.6.2 Recordkeeping and Monitoring

The outcome of ATs and markets in both the EU and the US being coerced to keep records on their arrangements to ensure compliance; on orders and transactions; and, in the case of ATs, on their source codes, depends on the relative value of those records – in the pursuit of compliance – compared to the cost of maintaining them. While the value is determined by the demand for such information in the monitoring and sanctioning, the cost is a product of storage prices. The obligation to stack up data can be costly – especially for HFTs, who are very capable of producing it – but should still be defensible on the same grounds as the requirements for registration. ATs are indeed able to affect the performance of markets and, as a result, need to be as meticulously surveyed as other participants trading similar volumes. If the storage of additional data is necessary for the monitoring, ATs should therefore be required to keep records of it. Moreover, public confidence in the soundness of markets ought to be improved if there is specific data to review, whenever that might be called for.

4.2.6.3 Making Source Code Available

In view of code repositories being of no use if the information stored in them cannot be accessed by the supervisory authorities, the EU and US rules allowing copies and descriptions, of the algorithms used, to be requested, could be presumed not to cause any hassle. Unluckily, it probably is not possible to be much more mistaken than so. Source codes are the holy grail of automated

---

262 No additional incentives to hire only the best are needed.
263 Cf. art. 17.2 MiFID II; proposed 17 CFR § 1.84.
trading, worth staggering amounts of money and protected dearly.\textsuperscript{264} If they were to be made available to others than their owners, who are not prohibited from using them, they would soon become pointless.\textsuperscript{265} For that reason, their proposed accessibility has had many concerned. The general trust in the ability of authorities to keep trade secrets out of public is rather low and, in particular, the proposed right of the CFTC to request information on codes used by a special call has therefore caused some turmoil, which might be worsened by the realisation that easily accessible information is likely to be regarded as less sensitive than that more heavily protected.\textsuperscript{266}

To tell whether or not any harm will actually come is, if not impossible, then at least quite difficult. Thereby not said that a prediction of effects would be out of reach. A general fear of requests could be met with attempts to falsify records and the hiring of lawyers, as well as other compensatory measures in preparation for the worst possible outcome – a leak of code. It could, however, also lead to a zealous adherence to rules, which ought in most cases to be good. What decides the definitive result ought, as always, to be the relative costs and benefits associated with each option.

\textbf{4.2.6.4 Sanctions and Withdrawal of Authorisation}

Being more reliant on the interpretation of other provisions than any other rules, the possibilities to sanction both natural and legal persons and to withdraw authorisations will exaggerate, or bring into existence, the effects already stated above, partly by discouraging particular activities, partly by preventing the continued participation in market activities and by making other effects more palpable.\textsuperscript{267} To exemplify, a HFT knowing that market abuse can lead to sanctions and a loss of authorisation will be more likely to follow the rules than one knowing that such penalties are absent. If such an


\textsuperscript{265} All trading strategies are dependent on some momentum of surprise. If the coded strategy of someone is known, others can predict its every movement and act accordingly, to impose it additional costs without necessarily improving efficiency. Furthermore, any incentives to try optimising the code used, and thereby making allocation more efficient, would vanish, to the detriment of society at large in its quest for economic growth.


entity were to harm others by disobeying some rule, it could also be prevented from causing further losses in the future.

4.2.7 Potential Effects of the Measures Intended to Affect the Behaviour of Others

4.2.7.1 Transparent Terms for Co-location, Market Making and Execution

To anyone living in a democracy, at all debating the effects and value of transparency might seem pointless. Recalling what was said of the requested availability of algorithms, it should, however, be clear that appearances may deceive. Market operators, who happen to be the subjects of the rules – within the EU requiring that the terms of co-location and market making are transparent and fair, and within the US demanding that market making and the rules guarding execution are fair and made public – do not have that many features in common with governmental institutions. Assuming, without further, that markets would, at large, function better when forced to uncover particular aspects of their operations would, for that reason, be methodologically incorrect.

When determining the effects of all provisions on transparency, the value of secrecy must be compared to that of knowledge. At the core of the comparison is the need for protection of ideas and the need for a complete decision support. Market operators cannot be expected to invest their time and money in research and development of products that do, at their height, amount to ideas, if they cannot make certain that those ideas will not be borrowed by others, pocketing portions of the potential proceeds that would have made the whole process profitable. At the same time, potential market participants cannot make the right decisions without correct and complete information. There are of course plenty of occasions where the interests do not collide. Some information sensitive to markets may be considered irrelevant to participants, or only cause confusion, while markets may indeed be eager to make information that speaks to their advantage known by all potential benefactors, who obviously require it in their decision-making processes. Even so, there is a massive grey area, where it is unclear whether the end result, measured in efficiency of allocation, will be positive or negative. Determining where the proposed changes fall requires further investigation.

First, as regards co-location, the foremost benefits would come to participants who are not using the services, as those who do can be presumed already to have insight into the terms of the

268 Cf. 48.8 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 242.1002(c); proposed 17 CFR § 38.401(a)(1) and § 40.25.
different markets – albeit not into the terms of other contractors. For the wider, unknowing, collective of potential market participants, the value would lay in an understanding of the conditions for HFT, necessary for an evaluation of the available exchanges. Due to the common hatred of HFT, such knowledge could prove particularly important in the efforts to combat the misconceptions seemingly rife amongst participants suspecting that HFTs, and other ATs, are given unfair advantages.269 Besides, as the terms 

ought not to be considered a competitive advantage – or disadvantage – for any market, if they are no known, it is hard to see how any sort of harm, at the end impairing market efficiency, would arise from transparency, provided that there is no material risk for misunderstandings. Accordingly, the calls for transparency should be considered to conform with the superior objectives and thus be of benefit to the whole market system.

The same conclusion may be drawn with respect to market making. Unless the market operators intend to deceive their clients, and thus the whole society, they should not be harmed by transparency, wherefore the increased openness ought to be considered positive. Rather unsurprisingly, also public insight into the mechanisms for execution should be of significance to those trying to choose between venues. If, for instance, one market offers order types permitting some to gain an advantage over others, those at risk of being wronged would likely be better off knowing that in advance. Cumulatively, the measures seeking to bring transparency discussed in this section should therefore be deemed highly suitable, if not else, then at least by reason of their purported ability to increase confidence.

4.2.7.2 Limits to the Use of Dark Pools

Bearing in mind the critiques of and fear for dark pools, as well as the potentially positive net effects of their use, the difficulties of establishing the effects of the new EU provisions, limiting the volume of instruments traded in dark pools, should be evident.270 What needs to be considered in the calculation of consequences is both the importance of protecting those at risk of being


270 Referring to art. 3-11 MiFIR.
preyed on and the value of accurate data on supply and demand for other participants. The element ultimately deciding the preferable outcome of the unavoidable balance act, between secrecy and publicity, will, most likely, be the extent to which each interest influences the aggregate efficiency of allocation. This, in turn, varies with the value of the instruments optimally allocated by virtue of the specific order chosen, and what the outcome of every alternative order would be. Expressed differently, if the value of the instruments being optimally allocated when traded on dark pools exceeds the value of the instruments temporarily held or traded inefficiently, and no more effective alternative scheme exists, then the limits adopted should be considered ideal – and otherwise not. For the calculation necessary to be executable, insight into the relative values of secrecy and openness would be needed. Due to such data being absent, it is, in this context, not possible to do more than to indicate what to consider when assessing the rules, meaning that no definite judgment may be presented without further research into the matter.

4.2.7.3 Best Execution

Since the EU and the US rules on best execution have yet to be altered in any material respect, there is not much to add to the description presented in section 3.4.2, on the first generation legislation.\textsuperscript{271} Maintaining an order as strict as the US one, which enables HFTs to engage in predatory arbitrage, obviously will only lead to a continued use of such techniques, while the more flexible solution of the EU still should not be expected to father any systematic incentives for HFTs to employ predatory arbitrage trading strategies. Translated into metrics, the EU approach should thus lower transaction costs for larger traders, allowing them to contribute to an increased depth and a lower volatility, while the US solution will most likely contribute to a decreased confidence within the same group, resulting in a smaller depth and an increased volatility.

4.3 The Cumulative Effects for Individual Participants

Given the variance in effects and suitability of the measures, as well as their sheer number, seeing how the function of exchanging money at one point in time for money and benefits at another could be perceived difficult. As a matter of fact, it is, however, rather simple. The availability of lending and investment opportunities depends on the willingness of potential investors, which is, in turn, contingent on the efficiency of the markets, measured in metrics. In other words, when

\textsuperscript{271} Cf. art. 27 MiFID II; 17 CFR § 242.600-612.
the metrics are improved, the quality of the functions sought after by individual investors will rise, leading to an increased use of the markets.

Of the measures dealing with HFT, positive effects should, primarily, follow the requirements for registration; the prohibition of abuse; the obligations to keep certain records; and the demand for transparency, faced by markets. As explained above, when abusive behaviour becomes easier to identify and prevent, confidence and liquidity on secondary markets rise, as the general willingness to invest increases and the need for margins drop, causing volatility to fall. For individual participants in primary markets, this makes the acquisition of capital less expensive due to lending or investing being associated with lower risks.272

The main issues with the new legislation, countering the positive effects, are the forced market making agreements, to be implemented in the EU; the fee structures likely to raise the costs for most HFTs; the, perhaps, excessively detailed rules on risk controls; the proposed rules making source code too easily available; and, potentially, the limits to dark trading. Seeing that aspects of HFT found to have a positive impact on total market quality are counteracted by the increased direct and indirect costs faced by such traders, and that the development of markets is hindered by the limitations to venue competition, the rules aimed at should cause liquidity to fall and volatility to rise on secondary markets, by compelling HFTs to increase their margins/spreads and to change beneficial strategies for disadvantageous ones, not forcing them to enter into agreements. When the decay spreads to primary markets, the cost of capital will rise, because of the increasing risks related to investing and lending. Whether or not the negative effects will outweigh the positive is, at this point, not possible to tell, since it would require data on the relative value of the advantages and disadvantages to be expected, not available in a form suitable for this thesis. As has been explained before and will be elaborated further in the following section, it should, however, be sufficient to conclude that the solutions chosen are not the best ones available. The legislatures ought, in other words, not to avoid critique only because the net value is positive if alternatives have not been accounted for.273

272 See section 3.1.7.3, on how primary and secondary markets interrelate.

273 As always, a positive NPV (Net Present Value), with opportunity costs included, is the only acceptable predictor of suitability. All decisions have alternatives, which can – regardless of it, at times, involving rather complex conversions – be valued according to some common unit of measurement.
4.4 The Overall Suitability of the Regulatory Response

4.4.1 The Core Objective

Examining the findings of the hitherto conducted analysis, at what ought to resemble a macro level, requires, yet another, brief reminder of the objectives. For markets to function optimally, participants need to be provided with all tools necessary to freely act in a manner mirroring that of an informed individual sharing their preferences. Said objective, which translates into a focus only on making the allocation process better represent the believed interests of market participants, stands in contrast to any sort of intervention not intended to allow more informed decisions to be executed in a predictable manner. When applied to the regulations adopted in response to HFT, the criterion helps separate between rules that are, and rules that are not, suitable. It does not exclude all legislation that is not directly aimed at increasing the information value of market data or at facilitating execution, as some rules seemingly distant, in fact, have a rather great significance for the efficiency of allocation. Such are, for instance, those requiring that records of certain kinds be kept, which do not have an immediate effect on the efficiency of allocation, but indirectly improves it by allowing authorities to keep fraudsters off the market. For those, indirectly relevant provisions, to be justified, the net effect on the efficiency of allocation needs, as with directly relevant provisions, to be positive. To understand what this means, and how informed individuals act, a repetition of what was said of the actual functions of markets is needed.

4.4.2 The Danger of Mixing Capitalism with Distributive Justice

As stated in sections 3.1.7.1 and 3.1.7.2, and more recently, section 4.3, individuals turn to the markets with an intent to satisfy their preferences. When deciding with whom to contract and with regards to what they compare all aspects of the available offers deemed relevant. This, evidently, does not always result in complete success, as the available data can be difficult to interpret or even incomplete – and indeed be may be hard to put to use. On the contrary, it does at times result in an allocation less optimal than the best imaginable. Regardless of that, trying to support the decision making of any participant, by steering it in any direction, will always be wrong, even if it were to prove successful in some particular case. It is, with the technology currently obtainable, not possible to read the thoughts of every market participant and to simply decide for them. Instead, traders will have to be presumed to better know how best to satisfy their own preferences than others. The rules affecting HFT therefore should, as stated above, only ensure that participants are not inflicted harm by being misled or being hindered from acting as they see fit and never
alter the ultimate outcome of the trading process. There is no predetermined distributive pattern for markets to generate, wherefore the competitive advantages of HFTs, or others, should not be impeded in a quest for fairness – or whatever other concept, lacking relevance, might be put forward. Instead, it should be respected that those who are, by means not causing others harm, most successful in their attempts to accumulate capital on the financial markets, have been of greatest service to others, who have freely chosen them as their counterparties.274

4.4.3 The Impact HFTs Can Actually Have on Overall Market Performance

Bearing the explanation of functions and incentives in mind, it is possible to decide which types of rules can, and which types cannot, be expected to have positive net effects on allocation. For the account to be fully comprehensible, some additional clarifications of the actual impact of HFT must, however, be made. Firstly, it should be remembered that HFTs nearly only affect the performance of secondary markets and thus should, as was concluded in section 4.3, not have any greater impact on the actual issuance of securities, other than by prompting the parties on the primary markets to alter their risk margins. Secondly, as HFTs only engage in trading, they can only impact the actual allocation either by making, or inducing others to make, more or less informed decisions to trade or by somehow hindering the efficient execution of orders. As explained before, their own decisions can be both informed and uninformed, although the greater part are very well informed, while the effects on others, both as regards the making and the execution of decisions, depends on the strategies used. If an HFT decides to spoof the market, it will, like any other participant sending false signals, reduce the information value of quotes – leading the prevailing market status further away from the efficient market hypothesis275 – and possibly lower the stability of order matching systems – resulting in a less predictable execution – whereby it makes it harder,
primarily for less talented participants, to act on an informed basis. The rules on HFT thus should only prevent HFTs from such behaviour as may deceive or hinder others.\textsuperscript{276}

\subsection*{4.4.4 What to Make of the Law Reviewed}

Against the rather extensive backdrop, and those provided by sections 4.2 and 4.3, seeing which rules should, and which should not, be presumed to forward the objectives of the markets ought to be far easier. The first category obviously includes the provisions prohibiting abuse, provided that they are not interpreted so as to cover healthy quote flickering; the rules demanding that traders are not presented with any incentives to misbehave, under the same conditions; the flexible measures obligating ATs to have in places risk controls; the correlating risk-mitigating rules for markets; the rules requiring registration of ATs; the provisions demanding that records, allowing abusive traders, sending misleading orders, to be identified and prevented from further impairing market performance, be kept; the measures presenting authorities with means to sanction those disobeying the provisions; and the rules requiring that information not sensitive to publicity be exposed. What unites all of the measures listed is the pursuit of an, either directly or indirectly, increased value of market data and a more stable execution process. They seek to ensure that orders not representing an honest intent to trade are not sent and that – if they were to be omitted regardless – their impact on market performance is limited.

Leftover for the second category, of unsuitable rules, are the provisions having some function not justifiable under the current market order. More precisely, the group includes the provisions forcing certain HFTs to enter into seemingly undesired agreements, regarding market making, or to otherwise trade under conditions not coveted; the rules on risk controls only adding an extra layer of unnecessary obligations; possibly the rules limiting the dark trading found beneficial; probably the requirements that source code be described and made available; and potentially a majority of the rules only just deemed suitable, if an improper definition of orderly markets were to be implemented. If they were to be described using some other common denominator than only their fairly vague incompatibility with the market objectives, then they should probably be depicted as a collection of measures intending to bring the end result of trading closer to an imaginary state of distributive fairness. They seek to protect manual traders and, seemingly, to make HFT less attractive.

\textsuperscript{276} HFTs should not be hindered from ‘making decisions that harm themselves so long as those do not also harm others.
In conclusion, the decisive factor in the assessment of aptness is the impact rules have on resource allocation. Given that HFTs are, in the end, like all other traders, almost exclusively capable of affecting the information value of intraday messages; the results of the allocative process; and the stability of execution, it is rather obvious that any rules not likely to bring about more informed and accurate decisions are not called for. Thus, concluding that the measures seeking to minimise the competitive advantages and presence of HFTs, rather than increasing efficiency, are but an insult even to legal positivism, and that those with the opposite function ought to make anyone of service to other market participants better off, ought, all things considered, to be uncontroversial.

---

277 They do not seem to be compatible with superior sources of law and, thus, should cause some bitterness even amongst the strictest of legal positivists. Cf. Agell (n. 15), p. 37 ff.; Hellner (n. 12), p. 359 ff.
5 Concluding Remarks

5.1 The Verdict

On account of everything said up to this point, it can be concluded that the legal responses to the proliferation of HFT are not optimal. Some provisions should be expected to forward the pursuit of economic growth by improving the efficiency of allocation, as they respond to actual issues—such as abusive behaviour, found by research to impair market performance. Far too many others do, however, appear to conflict with reality, since they are at risk of countering positive effects of HFT, like the partially increased liquidity and decreased volatility.

Regardless of how vague the legislatures have been in their efforts to formulate explicit market purposes, it can, with some certainty, be concluded that only rules allowing individuals to more easily choose for themselves how to satisfy their needs for financing, at different points in time, are acceptable. Any attempts to include ulterior objectives are only likely to steer the end results away from said target, even if they can, with absolute certainty, be concluded to increase the efficiency and output of some particular sector of industry, or the wealth of certain market participants. This is due to the definition of economic growth—in liberal jurisdictions like the EU and the US—having its origin in the liberal concept of freedom as a minimisation of restrictions/invasions of privacy, which happens to be incompatible with any form of intervention\(^{278}\) in the allocative process, regardless of its purpose. However morally superior the legislatures might considered themselves when they adopted the measures “protecting” manual traders, they have, consequently, counteracted the greater aim of allocative efficiency and economic growth, by acting as redundant guardians, preventing individuals from making the most autonomous/free decisions possible and from distributing wealth according to their preferences. This reality is by no means altered by the need to ensure confidence in the markets, as those who speak the loudest often have nothing to say.

Confidence is, of course, extremely important, since it is the only factor—apart from a supply and a demand—that must exist for voluntary transfers of capital to occur. If, however, the level of confidence does not reflect the actual efficiency of markets, and it only exists amongst relatively unimportant market participants with limited assets, it is utterly worthless. This is, firstly, because

\(^{278}\) To be read as “an action making it harder for an individual to act autonomously, which seeks to achieve a pre-defined end result”.
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those transferring the largest volumes have the greatest impact on the ultimate distribution and, secondly, because any transfers occurring on a market that is not efficient will — provided that there is a better alternative — only lead to a less optimal allocation and a lower total value of benefits produced/preferences satisfied than that which would follow the best possible solution. Put another way, listening to the voices of those either not having any insight into the actual serviceability of markets or seeing their own wealth decrease due to HFTs outcompeting them — by being more efficient and, thus, capable of bringing their counterparties greater benefits — is only likely to impair market aptness. The newly adopted and proposed rules that will solely produce joyful feelings amongst ignorant persons and outcompeted manual traders consequently should not be considered appropriate and most likely will not improve market efficiency. Determining, with absolute certainty, what has caused the uncanny state would necessitate the authoring of another thesis. If the requirement for precision is lowered slightly, some highly qualified approximations may, though, be made.

5.2 A Possible Explanation

To begin with, it should be recognised that both legislatures have been forced to act under extremely difficult circumstances. When, at the turn of the decade, regulators began realising the significance of HFT, the world was still recovering from, and affected by, the global financial crisis. Fearing further disruptions and starting to realise how legislation had, in fact, spurred the development, the lawmakers faced possibly the worst scenario imaginable. The crisis had lowered the market confidence significantly and reports that HFTs were abusing their competitive advantages only made things worse. Then came the May 6, 2010, flash crash, draining whatever confidence was left and prompting a hasty response.

At the start of the rulemaking process, there was not much research available. HFT was, to researchers, still a rather novel and complex phenomenon, into which few had any real insight. When incidents for which HFT was partly to blame then continued to occur, it would have seemed natural to try countering its growth. The new regulation was therefore deemed to fail before it had even been introduced, not necessarily because it was, at the time, based on a flawed perception of reality, but because the increased scrutiny of HFT made the trading technique develop into the rather pleasant, perhaps unforeseen, element it constitutes today. In sum, it can therefore be concluded that not all the blame should not be put on the legislator. A great portion

of the rules adopted are, in spite of the unfavourable conditions, quite suitable, and only a few can be considered greatly inappropriate. Nevertheless, it should be remembered that some of the unsuitable rules were not brought into being until after a great number of papers had dispelled many of the suspicions of harmful effects, and that there are most likely more undesirable rules to come. Simply postponing the implementation of directives or regulation will not fix this.

5.3 What There is to Learn

5.3.1 The Importance of a Proper Comprehension When Forming Law

As always, there is quite a lot to learn from the mistakes made. Most importantly, any regulatory process should be preceded by due research and reflection. In conformity with the method chosen for this thesis, it is absolutely mandatory to know the nature of the regulatory system, the objectives of any relevant superior law and the nature of the phenomenon to be regulated before any measures are even contemplated.\(^\text{280}\) If, for example, it is not known how the phenomenon affects some other invention and, thus, whether the consequences should at all be dealt with, no rules should be written. Along the same lines, caution is advised when the impact of some provision cannot be estimated. If possible, it is then better to wait for enlightenment than to be rash.\(^\text{281}\)

5.3.2 The Importance of Meticulousness When Creating Law

Beyond noting that a proper method is a must, it is essential to indicate just how thoroughly it must be followed. When it comes to more significant areas of law, such as financial markets law – which provides the very means for individuals to fund all their choices – it is not sufficient merely to follow all steps indicated in some negligent fashion. On the contrary, it is necessary also to go into rather extreme detail as one seemingly immaterial uncertainty can render whole acts, like Regulation NMS, counterproductive. This is particularly true when a rule has to try controlling highly intellectual individuals seeking means to avoid or abuse it.


\(^{281}\) As it is never possible to be completely certain, there is obviously only one large grey zone, where a major need for legislation can motivate action in spite of uncertainty.
5.3.3 The Danger of Populism

If it was not clear from the previous section exactly what is meant by meticulousness, then perhaps an indication of how the legislature should not proceed might help bring certainty. What such a process starts with is the formation of a public opinion – like that supposedly borne by unknowing people and those having something to win from misleading others – which is given too much attention. Instead of methodically following the common regulatory scheme, the legislature will, in response to the idea brought forward, then, without performing a proper analysis, adopt some flawed rule only seeking to quiet the masses. As noted in section 5.1, this appears to have been, and still is, particularly troublesome in the regulatory process preceding the rules dealing with HFT, as numerous complaints were, and still are, publicly forwarded by individuals and entities both having a great power to influence the common opinion and having a great stake at play. In other words, although the confidence of potential and existing market participants has to be accounted for, it is essential to separate valid concerns from propaganda. It is after all not impossible to sponsor investigative reports, to air unfounded opinions or to write a one-sided book seeking to get attention.

5.4 What to Expect in the Future

Only time can tell exactly what will happen to HFT and what direction future rules will take. A few things are, however, certain. Firstly, there will be a lot of additional material to review once MiFID II has been fully implemented and Regulation AT, potentially, adopted. Secondly, the rapid evolution of HFT is rather likely to continue in the forthcoming years, wherefore many more regulatory changes should come. Thirdly, unless a miracle was to occur, future rules probably will not be flawless. In reality, if the era of populism – spurred by decadent societies that provide their citizens with the means necessary for a life in denial – does not suddenly end, the prospects of prudent rulemaking seem bleak.

---

5.5 What the Thesis Adds to Existing Research

By merging the results of existing research on the effects of HFT with the regulatory response to its proliferation, the thesis provides a more comprehensive picture than most other existing writings. It does, however, not include any experiments or the like, wherefore it is more of an exercise in systemising existing information than one in producing data. Nevertheless, the analysis and the conclusions drawn should be fairly unique, as most existing pieces tend to move only within the boundaries of one scientific field and to examine only the effects at one level of society.

Beyond its material substance, the thesis could be claimed to contribute to a better understanding of how the method used in legal research can be modified to suit the research objective. This might prove particularly valuable for anyone seeking to perform an impact assessment dealing with financial markets law, but should also be of service to others, intending to research any sort of norm in any context.
6 Suggestions for Further Research

Apart from the obvious need for more exhaustive legal reviews, there is a constant need to continue studying every aspect of AT and HFT, as it evolves. Relying on outdated findings when creating law is out of the question. Perhaps more pressing is, though, the need for analyses of the effects investor confidence has on the regulation of HFT, and other technological innovations. On the same topic, a dignified quest could, perhaps, also be to examine exactly why both media and common people tend to be particularly suspicious of inventions bringing market participants large profits. Lastly, exploring the consequences of HFT for the technological development at large could be an intriguing task, since the investments in technology are often claimed to be wasteful.

283 As people tend to be overly prone to adopt critical opinions on topics out of reach for their intellects or interests, the negative coverage of HFT is at risk of inducing the enactment of additional unsuitable rules.
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